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He Denies the Right of America, Legal or
Otherwise, to Demand His Elimination

Foreign Ambassadors Germany Suggests that the
Pnwprs Rrinrf Pressure to Bear Favorable to
American Policy
Mexico City, Nov. 7 Provisional
president Huerta's formal negative reply to the United States demands-which was discussed in detail at last
night's cabinet meeting, will set forth
that the United States has no right,
legal or otherwise, to demand General
Huerta's elimination. This statement
was given out today from one of the
denartments of the Mexican govern

ment
The reply, it is said, also will point
out that Provisional President Huerta
has no legal right to accede to the
demands.
The informant says it was decided
to incorporate in the reply a declara- lion Ulal Vittlieitu nuci ia iulgiiuo w
increase the Mexican army to 500,000
men.
Lind Will Negotiate

The final stages of the. negotiations
between Mexico and the United States
'are to be participated K personally
at short range by John Lind. He arrived this morning from Vera Cruz- The series of delays . in Provisional
President Huerta's formal answer to
the United States and the lack of
definite action which would indicate
his attitude in the face of the demands made, has been annoying to
President Wilson's personal representative. It was Known that negotiations had been conducted in an indirect manner, not following the ordinary diplomatic course, and Mr.
Lind's sudden appearance in the federal capital is assumed to be due to
his desire to bring things quickly to
a clearly defined point.
Mr. Lind proceeded to the American
embassy, where ha will reside during
his stay. He was accompanied by
Captain William A. Burnside, the
American military attache, and Ensign
John L. Hill of the battleship Louisiana, who was detailed by Rear Admiral Fletcher to act as Mr. Lind's
aide.
Cabinet Holds Meeting
There was much speculation here
today as to the character of the discussion at the cabinet meeting held
last night' All that is known definite
ly is that the relations between Mexico and the United States were discussed, 'but not .determinate action was
taken.
Mr. Lind had. not notified anybody
that he was coming to the federal capital. The staff of 'the United States
embassy learned the news from the
morning papers. Only one of the
clerks of the embassy went to the station to meet him.
Representative Is Taciturn
The public and the Mexican officials likewise did not know of Mr.
Lind's movements, and he came into
the city in a manner contrasting greatly with his first arrival here. As Mr.
Lind stepped from the train he consented to pose for several photographers, hut to all inquiries by interre
viewers he made

plies, thus maintaining the reputation
for taciturnity which he earned on his
previous trip.
America Expects Developments
Washington, Nov. 7. John Lind's
unexpected return to Mexico City
from Vera Cruz is understood here to
have been without direct orders from
Washington, but la line with the general instructions under which he has
been enjoying the greatest freedom.
This latest development in the Mexican Bituatlon was surrounded by a
great deal of reticence here. It was
pointed out that he may he acting on
a belief that important developments
may be expected. One official view
Is that Charge O'Shaughnessy either
has received some intimation that
Huerta is about to answer the representations made early in the week or
that O'Shaughnessy is desirous1 of advising with Lind on additional steps
to be taken under his instructions.
The cabinet met today for the first
time In several weeks. All the secretaries except Garrison and Wilson
and Attorney General McReynolds, attended. It was understood that at the
instance of the president one or two
members who had planned to be out
of the city cancelled their engagements to attend.
The latest news dispatches telling
of John Lind's return to Mexico City
were taken Into the meeting, and Secretary Bryan carried a large envelope
of state department dispatches.
Ships Assemble at Vera Cruz
Under orders from Rear Admiral
Fletcher, commanding the squadron in
the Gulf of Mexico, the battleship New
Hampshire is steaming to Vera Cruz
from Tampico. With her arrival, ei ;ht
r
will be assembled off Vera

here gave no, reason for
sending the New Hampshire. Admir
al Fletcher gave the order without instructions from the navy department.
The gunboat Annapolis arrived today
at Santa Rosalia, Lower California-whershe is guarding, at the request
of the French foreign office, a band
of French colonists.
May Recall Minister
The Berlin dispatches referring to
a plan tc recall Minister Miguel
representative of Mexico
at St. Petersburg, that he might he
appointed minister of foreign affairs
and succeed to the provisional presidency in succession to Huerta, created more than a little interest among

diplomatists and other observers of
the situation.
Covarrublas reecntly resigned hut
was asked to continue at his post until a successor was appointed. He is
a relative of Juan Sanchez Azcona,
private secretary to the late President Madero, who is now connected
with the Carranza movement and was
said by constitutionalists agents here
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At the German foreign office it was
said today that a combination of the
powers in support of the United
States would be considered by Germany and other European powers in

case the United States expressed a
wish in that direction.
If, however, such a suggestion came
from Provisional President Huerta, it
would not be considered by Germany,
unices the Unued States desired it.

Navy Department Is
Preparing for War
Philadelphia, Nov. 7. The scout
cruiser Chester, prepared for any eventuality, sailed from the Philadelphia
navy yard at noon today for Vera
Cruz. There was no ceremony in conr
nection with her going.
The cruiser was expected to sail at
9 a, m. but a slight delay in the arrival of fresh meats detained her.
When all was ready at 11:55 o'clock
orders were given by Captain William
A, Moffett to cut loose, and as the
ship began to move a crowd of several thousand persons sent up a cheer.
There was a hearty response from the
members of the crew, who lined the
rails of the Chester.
It took some time for the cruiser
to get straightened out In the Dela
ware, hut as soon as her nose was
pointed downstream she put on half
speed and was off. Futher down the
(Continued on Page Five.)
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Peoria, 111., Nov. 7. A feeling of intense expectancy brooded over the
meeting of the Illinois Suffrage association because of the report that the
association may split into "dry" and
"wet" factions.
The nominating committee went to
work on the ticket, which is to be
presented tomorrow, and which may
indicate the parting of the ways. It
is well understood that Grace Wilbur
for presiTrout will be
dent.
Minnie A. Watkins, discussing the
situation today, said:
"Although Ella S. Stewart has refused to become a candidate, she has
manv- devoted
-followers and it is nos- sible some one may nominate her
from the floor, There is a strong demand for her in certain quarters."
LUCK TO FRANCIS
7. Francis
B
York, Nov.
Sayre, who is soon to marry Miss Jessie Wilson at the White House, will
no longer attempt to unravel marital
tangles on behalf of the county of New
York. Mr. Sayre was promoted todav
by District Attorney Whitman, and is
now deputy district attorney. Pre-

New

viously he was employed in the complaint bureau. He passed hla bar examination two days ago and thl3 enabled Mr. Whitman to advance him.
Mr. Sayre will remain in the at
torney's office about a week longer.
His honeymoon trip will last a month,
and thereafter he will take up his
duties as secretary to- the president
of Williams college.
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Washington, Nov. 7.- - Congressional
investigation of the Colorado mine
strike was blocked in the house today by Republican Leader MaDn's
making a point of no quorum.
The resolution, piloted by Representative Keating of Colorado, would
direct the house labor committee to
investigate charges of coercion of the
Judiciary, Influence on congressional
elections by the mining companies, Interference with malls and restraint of
trade to advance prices of coal.
Mr. Mann conceded it was likely
that congress should investigate, hut
declared the worst strike of all was
in the house of representatives, where
absentee members should he ordered
back to work.
Looking for Arms
Trinidad, Colo., Nov. 7. A detachment of cavalry under command of
Major Kennedy is today conducting a
search for arms and ammunition said
to be hidden in fa. remote canyon several miles nortli of Ludlow.
General Chas, last night,; was advis
ed that the stsnkerst lia iL hU)th n 300
rifles in that station and Was supplied
with a map purporting to show the
exact location of the arms.
Following the reports that patrons
of stores, blacklisted by the unionists,
have been met at the doors of these
establishments and upbraided and
threatened by crowds of strikers, orders have been given to the soldiers
to disperse these crowds wherever
..

.

Military Board to Meet
Nov. 7. Adjutant General
John Chase today called on Governor
Amnions and reported the latest phase
of the military situation in the strike
zonev The state military board will
have a meeting tonight, at which matters connected with the strike and
the work of the militia to keep order
probably will he discussed.
Denver,

Jury's Doings Guarded
Pueblo, Col., Nov. 7. Special efforts
are being made to prevent the doings
of the federal grand jury investigating
the coal strike in this state from beTwo guards were
coming public.
placed on duty today to keep people
away from the vicinity of the jury
room.
The morning session was occupied
with a few minor cases, and the investigation of the strike did not be-

gin until this afternoon. Montgomery
Masslngale, marshal at Sopris, was
the first witness. He Is supposed to
have testified1 regarding the battle at
that camp. Other witnesses called
include Marshal William
, of
R.
Dr.
chief
John
Estes,
Creek,
Gray
surgeon of the C. F. and I. company;
Superintendent Cunningham of the
mine at Hastings, and W., H. Howell
manager of the Colorado Supply company at. Trinidad.
.

Refuse to Confer
Nov. 7. Officials of the
three principal coal companies opei- atlng mines in southern Colorado today refused again to .confer with officials of the United Mine Workers
Of America in an effort to settle the
Denver,

strike.
The refusal is contained in a letter
sent to J. A. Burnett, chairman of the
of commerce
j Denver chamber
BANK ROBBERS
mittee, who yesterday asitrd the
Minn., Nov. 7. The safe of erators to enter such a conference.
the State hank at Waltham, 12 miles The letter accuses tne officials of the
north of here, was last night blown United Mine Workers of causing
open hy thieves .who escape:! w'-.more lhau $12.ui!u.
,
Fourl
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Havana, Nov. 7. General Felix Diaz
was arrested here today and accused
of. shooting Pedro Guerrero, the young
Mexican wounded by a bullet during
lasl; night's altercation, in the course
of which Diaz was wounded slightly.
General Diaz is said to have handed the revolver to one of hia companions after he had shot and seriGuerrero. Guerrero
ously wounded
stabbed Diaz with a knife. III3 con.
dition is critical.
All that Dlaa could tell about the
Incident was that he and his companions were listening to the music
"played by a band in the Malecon
promenade, when the electric lights
were suddenly extinguished aud he
was attacked. Ha said he was unable
to account for what afterwards happened. His wounds are not serious.
General Diaz looked downhearted
when interviewed in prison today. He
showed two slight stab wounds in his
neck, just behind the ear, as the result of his encounter last night He
iiii.i he suffered no pain. The court
V'Sesr. us
U
(j whether
shall he piaeeil oil trial"
or released.
Describing the attack on him, Diaz
said:
"1 was
sitting in Alacedon park listening to the concert, with friends. Suddenly.. ,1 was struck by an unidentified
man. 1 defended myself with an
During the scrimmage one
bhot was fired I don't know by
whom. A man who later was identl-tieas Pedro Guerrero fell to the
ground and a policeman took him to
a hospital. 1 was taken before a Judge
and at 4:30 o'clock this morning was
I
placed under provisional arrest.
know nothing further of the incident,
but I believe the attack on me was
premeditated.
"I have nothing to say with regard-my future plans. 1 was waiting
here for- Mexican developments and
now will be compelled to stay until
this cutie has been cleared up. Several
friends called at the prison this morning and ottered to testify that I am
innocent of the shooting of Guerrero.''
.Many contradictory versions tit last
Lights incident are current It Is
not known exactly how the affair
started. Some say General Diaz provoked Carranza's followers while oth
ers declare that Diaz was suddenly
attacked by his enemies.
Julio Ortiz Casanova, a Cuban lawyer, said today he would petition the
court for the Indictment of General
Diaz for manslaughter
in case of
Guerrero's death, adding that several
Mexican and four Cuban witnesses
would testify that they saw Diaz and
his friends attack Guerrero,
Guerrero accuses Diaz of being the
assailant He is a young newspaper
man and a strong adherent of General Carranza. He was shot in the back,
the bullet penetrating the abdomen.
He was operated on this afternoon.
Several Havana newspapers recently
published a statement that the Mexican charge d' affaires, Domingo
had accused the Cuba police of
favoring friends of General Carranza.
Senator Najera this morning called at
the Cuban state department and denied having inade such a statement.
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Meager reports reached here today of
a threatened uprising of the Navajo
Indians in the extreme northwestern
corner of New Mexico, Agent Sheiton at Shiprock has appealed to the
United States marshal for a force to
cope with the outlaws, said to be 11
in number and camped in an almcst
inaccessible canyon.
There are 500 Navajos in the vicinity at Shiprock who have never visited the agency nor acknowledged the
Reinforcements for Chihuahua
ruthority of the United States, and
El Paso, Tex., Nov. 7. Two hun- - rthere is said to be grave danger that
dred troops of the federal garrison these Indians will attack the agency.
in Juarez were sent to Chihuahua City
this morning to assist, in the defense of
Want Charges Oropped
the city against constitutionalists unSanta Fe, Nov. 7. Trouble with
der Pancho Villa. The Juarez troops the Navajos on the reservation in the
went on a hurriedly prepared ' troop northwestern portion of New Mexico
train.
appears imminent unless charges
Juarez federal officials are today against 11 of their number are dis-without definite information of a re missed, according to a message re- s
newal of fighting .at Chihuahua. JJis- - seivea oy unuea staies iviarsnai
received during the night peth today froie: Agent Sheiton at
iiUd- no;hing of Villa having renewed. Shiprock on tho reservation.
hs ai.:k.' It ''is said "in Juarez- that '"Ti&miUm--M-ismit-Mthe rebel force has withdrawn from evening from three weeks on the reservation, during whicn time the Navathe outskirts of the town.
Conscription is in progress iu Jua-- ' jo chiefs secured promises from the
to surrender on Novemrez, according to Mexican residents, 11 renegades
who declare that it is being' secretly ber 12. Hudspeth returned to Santa
'carried on and that the recruits an Fe, but today a wire from Sheldon
states that with their friends they
Kept, hidden in' the barracks''
will visit Shiprock on Monday, and
that unless their offenses are pardonePowers Can Make Huerta Quit
d1 they will massacre the agency
i"
Berlin, Nov. 7. The correspondent force. Hudspeth has wired the Mo
of the Frankfort Gazette in Mexico
Klnley county sheriff to go to ShipCity telegraphs today that General rock with deputies, while he himself
Huerta may perhaps retire from of- with a posse leaves tomorrow for the
fice as provisional president if the scene of the trouble.
great powers support the action of
The 11 Indians are under indictthe United States, "as, by so doing he ment In the federal court for riot, aswill avoid the appearance, of yielding sault and
carrying weapons, growto American pressure alone."
ing out of the disarming of a policeThe correspondent mentions a plan man at Shiprock by the Indians some
of the provisional president to recall time ago.
the Mexican minister from St. Petersburg to assume the provisional presiWOMEN FAVOR BOOZE
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to he one of the few men who would
be acceptable to them, while the regular elections were being held.
When the cabinet trie? ting broke u?
the members w?re "hown news disCity saying
patches from Mexico
Huerta's formal reply would be a
TO
complete denial of the right of the
United StateB to demand his retirement,
but, without exception, none
A
would comment. All admitted that
the Mexican situation had been discussed, but silence was the rule.
Barthold Wants Investigation
Representative Barthold of Missouri
introduced a resolution today setting
out that inasmuch as Secretary Bryan
had denied published reports that the
United States last Sunday sent an
ultimatum to Mexico, the foreign af--1
fairs committee should investigate the
INCREASE IN THE MEXICAN AR1IY source of the news.
ANNOUNCES
Mr. Barthold argued it. was imiort-an-t
to determine whether an error
had been made or whether the adDeclares He Will Increase His Armed Forces (o 500,000 Men ministration changed its plan in the
last minute and when it was too late
Without Delay Special Representative John Lind Goes to
to recall the information previously
Mexico City to Confer With Officials of the Republic and
v
given out."
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THE MOVEMENT
Disapproval of the actions; of the
board of equalization and determination to resist its attempts to Increase!
the property valuations in Ban Miguel
county were expressed at a meeting
of the tax payers last Eight In the
Commercial club rooms. The meeting
unanimously voted that a committ
of six men be appointed to represent
the taxpayers, and, if necessary,
the assessor from spreading tha
increased valuations upon the tax
rolls.The committee was given authority to rais9 sufficient money to
employ attorneys to
the tax
payers should tha matter be taken to
the courts. President W. P. Southard
of the Commercial club appointed the
following men upon the committee:
William Springer, Harry W. Kelly, Dr.
J. M. Cunningham, Hallett Raynolds,
Cecilio Rosenwald and John 11. York.
At the opening of the meeting, Kj-York, who Is a member of the boar-of county commissioners and a former
assessor of San Miguel county, was
asked to explain the' "Situation.
lie
stated that-ta- x
the county'
payrra-e- f
en-jo- in

.

t

tlfr(

,i--

4.1

....

r...

I,,.-- ,

to be
property at what
the correct figure; that the county
commissioners this year had fixed valuations upon such classes of property as they are authorized to value,
putting the figures at as near the actual value as could be determined.
In spite of this manifest denim for
fairness on the part of he commisMr.
sioners, explained
thn
York,
state boar do fenvA i'.; ,:.on has order.
ed the valuations to be raised all the
way from 15 per cent to 100 per cent.
Mr. York, reading from the report of
the equalization hoard, showed that
in nine counties no raises had been
ordered, although the valuations there
were placed at a less figure than thoe
of San Miguel county. Mr. York, by
comparison, showed how the board of
equalization has attempted to put a
higher valution upon farming lands in
San Miguel county than upon tho
same class of lands in Chaves county, where perpetual water and warn
weather guarantee one or two morn
crops of alfalfa a year.
Mr. York demonstrated
that tho
board of equalization has failed
to
practice equity when it cut down tha
appraisement upon, the Santa Fe railway's terminal property here from
$325,000, the figure fixed by the county commissioners, to $217,000, while,
at the same time every other tax pay- - '
er in the county had his valuations
raised. It was pointed out, too, that
the Santa Fe's mileage within tha
limits of East Las Vegas and the
town or Las Vegas, had been exempted from taxation for school and
city
purposes, while all other property
was taxed for tho same funds. This
action wa3 taken by the equalization
board in the face of tha fact that
municipalities have the right to tax
property for special school and ciiy
purposes.
Mr. York said the board or equali
zation had ordered the assessors not
to increase the number of coin,, re
turned by cattle owners for fata!
said if this policy wan foilowel
in regard to cattle owners ft is
It was not followed with r
l.;
real estate owners.
W. G. Haydon was eaTeo 11
stated that, it swmed V hr
equalization had failed to
the purpose for wlifch it
t
namely to eriuaiize vain. a1!
evd
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TWO
woman beggar of Los Angeles died
and left a fortune of 130,000.
HE
Possibly the modern treatment of
Is too mild. In 1545 a law
beggars
ESTABLISHED 1879.
was passed In England which provided
that men or women not prevented
from work by old age, lameness or
Published by
found loitering or wandering
disease,
CO.
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
not
and
seeking work for three days,
(Incorporated.)
or leaving work after being given it,
might he taken before a justice of
Editor. the peace, and, if convicted by two
M. M. PADGETT
witnesses, or confessing, should be
branded with a big V on the breast
and become the slave of person causing his or her arrest. This slavery
should last for two years, and during
Entered at the postoffice at East that time they should be fed nothing
n
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for
but bread and water and scraps and
throueh the United States should be forced to work by "beating.
malls as second class matter.
chaining and otherwise. If this slave
ran away after being convicted he was
to be branded with the letter S and
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Daily, by
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The most carefully chosen assortment of dresses, waists, costumes
and furs in this city

IS CENTURIES
OLD

From the acknowledged leaders in the making o attractive wauts, cos"
tumes, dresses and furs, we have secured the exclusive right to sell their
productions in this city, with the result that you will find here the prettiest
and most desirable garments of this sort.

BY THE CHURCH,
THE SUPERSTITION CONTINU-

CONDEMNED

ED TO LIVE

Berlin, Nov. 7. In Kiev a Jew is
under trial for ritual murder. As
This does not mean that we confined our efforts to securing designs in
tounded that in our day such charges
high-price- d
merchandise alone, for we carry many waists and house dresses
can be brought anywhere against the
at extremely moderate prices.
Jews, the civilized word has been
startled into attention. Long reports
Come in and let us show you the largest, most complete line of women's
of the trial appear in the news colready-to-wea- r
garments in the city.
umns of the papers. From the muddle of "evidence" It is already clear
that the prosecution has nothing to go
Store
upon except the gossip of a few senile
iliterates, seevral of them distinctly
tinged with crime, and the doubtful
memories of children. Apparently
what is sought is an opportunity to
"SontkSictaPlaja
prove that the Jews, or some obscure
o
sect of them, do practice ritual murder, for the public prosecutor would
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
not have, worked two years on the
GROWER
waimmum
$2.00
case just for the 'sake of a verdict of
One Year
1.00
Mendel
Beiliss.
Six Months
against
guilty
and the Emperor Franz Josef com- vant girl swore that she had seen the On either side of the high altar of viewing several of tne
How did the legend of the Jewish
patients now
muted the sentence to Imprisonment two together.
the mausoleum are granite sadeo- - being treated for rheumatism and
blood rite arise? It is very ancient and
(Cash in Advance for Mail
for life. Since then the agitation on
Levy was found guilty, and senten- phagl containing the remains of Na other ailments, stated that a' great
There is the Eng
very widespread.
Subscriptions)
his behalf has ' been renewed from ced to five years of the harshest form poleon III and the Frince Imperial. many more people would come t
lish legend of little Saint Hugh, of
Remit by check, draft or money
time to time, but without success, and of Imprisonment known to the Ger- Behind the altar is a small door lead- Claremore to take the baths if the
Lincoln, whose murdered body cried
order. If sent otherwise we will not
he has now been many many years man law. The townsfolk rejoiced in
ing into the monastery and over this curative value of radium water was
out from the well into which the
be responsible for loss.
in prison.
the
o
as
a
the
what
punishment
the empress had an arcosolium con- properly advertised.
part
"cruel Jew" had thrust it. The story
Specimen copies free on application.
In 1891, a little boy was found mur- Levys deserved for the murder. The
SOMEFRIENDS
HIS
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structed, in the crypt of which the
were
for
the
be
Jews
must
very old,
dered in a barn in the little town of German law compels no man to
KNOW
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THING
give
sarcophagus containing the remains
in
twelfth
from
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expelled
England
AT
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
in Prussia, close to the Dutch evidence against himself, and it is of the empress will rest.
Xanten,
ABOUT LOCAL INSTITUTION
SEE IF THE CHILD'S
century and not allowed to return un frontier. The throat was cut to the clear
EXPIRATION OF TIME
even if Levy committed
that,
of
the
til
seventeenth.
Legends
PAID FOR
vertebrae. A local butcher declared perjury, he might well have been driv"Say, Bill, did you go up to that Christian children killed
by Jews who
UNOIIE IS
M.
C.
Y.
it was a case of ritual murder. He en to it, although innocent, by fear INDIGESTION ENDED,
at
the
dinner
Thanksgiving
needed their blood for some abominhow
Outoftouoh
butch
the
knew
Jewish
A.
Sam
asked
If
last
that
exactly
he
are
the
admitted
year?"
Advertisers
guaranteed
having known
able rite could be harvested from all ers
slaughtered animals in order to Winter he would be at once charged
largest daily and weekly circulation of his friend, Bill Whyem.
of Europe. In Russia the Jewish
parts
STOMACH FEELS FINE IF CROSS, FEVERISH, CONSTIPATdrain the carcass of blood, and swore with the murder.
"You bet I did, old scout, and by
of any newspaper in northern New
blood rite fiction is an article of faith
ED, GIVE "CALIFORNIA SYRUP
exi
that the child had been killed by
The mediaeval jurist believed
Mexico.
George, I had the time of my life.
in
with the Christian population and
OF FIGS'
"
same
fell
the
Over 50 fellows there and
way.
ritual murder because he found him "PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN" FIXES SOUR,
Suspicion
has been the most frequent cause of actly a
Jewish butqher named Busch-hof- self faced by inexplicable crimes
upon
felows," broke in Sam, quite
"Fifty
GASSY, UPSET STOMACHS
pogroms.
TELEPHONES
Look at the tongue, mother!
If
A doctor who saw the body de- children murdered with
a crowd, wasn't it? Did they make
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peculiar, savHut in modern times the belief has
.Main 2
It is a sure sign that your litEusiness Or ce
coated,
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been
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that
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agery, without a motive. The modern
.Main 9 any money
not been by any means confined to
News Depatment
tle one's stomach, liver and bowels
other place and carried afterwards jurist knows that sadist crimes oc
"Make money out of it?" fairly
Sour, gassy, upset stomach, indiges- need a
Russia. In Austria and Hungary it is
gentle, thorough cleansing at
to
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trial
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he
it?
barn.
.of
withdrew,
shouted Bill, "make money out
cur. In whatever dark chamber of tion, heartburn, dyspepsia; when the
once.
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widespread, and even in highly civil this statement.
A drunken old man the human soul these terrible blood food
Why why," he spluttered, "they did
you eat ferments into gases and
When peevish, cross, listless, pale,
ized, skeptical, scientific Germany and a little
n't make one red cent. I'll take that
hoy said that they had lusts have their seat, it is certain that stubborn lumps; your head aches and
are great numbers of peopie
M.VTl'EK OF PRINCIPLE back.
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murder
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take
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make
cents,
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they exist, and that they claim vic- you feel sick and miserable, that's
who believe in it. Nor are the accusThe mob tims among all races and in all coun when you realize the magic in Pape's urally, or is feverish, stomach sour,
ed child into their shop.
and water ate that up."
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breath bad; has" stomach-ache- ,
of
San
Israel
The taxpayers of
Miguel county
always ignorant
of the place organized a pogrom on tries. It is, of course,
"But say," insisted Sam, ain't those
possible that Diapepsin. It makes all stomach mis- throat, diarrhoea, full of cold, give a
A not inconsiderable litare following the proper course when
significant.
a small scale. The Jewish shops and a Jew might commit such a crime. ery vanish in five minutes.
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erature has been written in support of houses were bombarded with
they undertake to test the legality
rest
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stones, Even if Huelsen or Beiliss committed
like
If your stomach is in a continuous
money,
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of the action of the state board of
the theory that the Jews practice rit- and the Jews attacked in the streets.
Figs," and In a few hours all the foul
the murder laid to their charge, that revolt if you can't get it regulated,
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murder.
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equalization In ordering wholesale inconstipated
The Buschhoff family had to fly the the Jews practice the blood rite, please, for your sake, try Pape's Dia
creases in .valuation upon their prop- "they ARE NOT. Their business is have been able to refute the charge.
sour bile gently moves out of its
and
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town.
little later they were ar has not been proved. And, as pepsin. It's so needless to have a
to make men not money. Do you get
bowels without .griping, and you
is nothing in the literature of
erty. It is not a matter of saving a
rested on the charge of murder, but was tellingly pointed out in the bad stomach make your next meal a little
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few (ic'iars in taxes, but a matter of that? Men not naoney. Listen,
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released for lack of evidence.
man:
Von happei to have a good
trial, if the persistence of the favorite food meal, then take a little
You needn't coax sick children to
principle.
is hated the slander is believed.
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later tlinna4e Buschhoff was belief "quod semper, quod ubique, Diapepsin. There will not be any diIf the board of equalization Is not home, aifamily ana about all that the It a perhaps the best dlfcproof of it months
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what it claims to be, a body which
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the (time in your life
prosecution broke down dence, the Jews might reply that pre- Pape's Diapepsin. "really does' reguwill equalize valuations all over tne you
makes them feel splendid.
one ever hears of ritual murder1.
stomachs that always
utterly. The medical evidence (half cisely the same charge is brought by late weak,
state, it should be bo proved. If it when youjwere many miles away from
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a dozen eminent authorities testified) the mob of the Chinese cities
gives it itg millions of sales annually.
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Get a large
case of Pape's
"Yes I was on business at Chicago its appearance in Germany in the was that the boy had not been slaugh- the Christian missionaries.
ations, ignoring the sworn statements
which has directions for babies, chilThe Popes denoun- tered in the manner of the "Koscher"
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"
cenry.
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store.
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Diapepsin
It
to
value
any
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the
holders
drug
of property
of all ages" and for grown-up- s
the quickest surest stomach relief and dren
of their holdings, the people want to
"Good," interrupted Bill, "then you ced it as a fabrication, notably Inno- butchers, and that the body had not
EMPRESS EUGENIE'S TOMB
on the bottle. Beware of
plainly
cure known. It acts almost like magic
know it and govern themselves ac remember how you felt you would cent IV; but the superstition persist- been bled.
London, Nov. 7. In view of the discounterfeits
sold here. To be sure
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Duke
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a
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Karl
it is scientific, harmless and pleasA score of eminent Hebraists de- quieting .reports
give the clothes off your vack to have ed,
cordingly.
the conconcerning'
the
ask to see that
you
get
genuine,
The county commissioners, in good some one touch you on the shoulder gust, of Saxony, commanded the Uni- clared that there was nothing in the dition of Empress Eugenie, the widow ant stomach preparation which truly it is made
"California
Fig Syrup
by
faith, placed what they thought was and say just one kind word. Sam, versity of Leipzig to answer the ques- Talmud that countenanced ritual mur- of Napoleon III, who is said to be belongs in every home. Adv.
Refuse any other kind
Company."
whether
tion
ritual
Jews
practiced
a fair valuation upon the property listen: Right here in our own little
der, or in the sacred books Sohar and failing rapidly, public attention
is
with contempt. Adv.
STARK IN CLAREMORE
which they have the legal right to city there are hundreds, if the truth murder. Tc its honor the university Sefer Halkutim, where Rohling alleg- attracted to the, fact that the former
7.
Nov.
W. Hugh
Claremore, Okla.,
value. The property holders, comply- were to he known, of men who are replied that there was nothing either ed that the guilty secret was to be empress has
prepared for herself one
UNITE TO HELP THE NEGRO
ing with the new state law, returned many miles aawy from tneir nomes in the sacred literature or the prac- found. The material evidence, sur- of the most remarkable and magnifi- Stark, former secretary of the Com
Richmond, Va., Nov. 7. With Govtheir property at its full valuation. and in a great many cases for the tices of the Jews that lent counten- prisingly like that offered in the Kiev cent tombs in England if not in the mercial club of Las Vegas, N. M., arrived here Monday and at once took ernor William H. Mann and Dr. BookTheir reward was a general increase first time in their lives. While they ance to the charge.' Nevertheless, to- case, was rejected by all parties as world, where, in the fullnes of
time, up his work as secretary-manage- r
of er T.
In valuation at the order of the state try in every way to cover it up way day in many parts of Germany the nonsense, and Buschhoff was acquit- she will rest
scheduled as the
by the side of her dis- the Claremore publicity committee. chief Washington
board.
speakers, the Negro Organizadown in their hearts, they're lonely. cry of ritual murder would infallibly ted by request of the public prosecu- tinguished husband and her only son, Mr.
Stark addressed a meeting of the tion society of Virginia assembled in
There is not a property holder in Downright
lonely. Now suppose, Sam, be raised if a Christian boy were tor. It Is clear from the reports of the Prince Imperial, whose death in Commercial club last
night and stated this city today for an important conSan Miguel county who would object it. fell to
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paid upon by holders of property of a
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church at Farnborough, where the
Thanksgiving night. Suppose you
water wells and several of tbe bath health, better homes and better
the equalization
board, doubtless
newsany stage. Buschhoff, although achas her magnificent estate. houses and sanitaria and after inter-- farms."
planned to give them a good old fash ritual murder, and many serious
through misinformation, has failed to ioned
with pumpkin papers which now accuse the Jews of quitted, was a ruined man and died
dinner
turkey
equalize valuayons. Under its rulpie and well just like your old moth- interfering with the course of justice some years later a pensioner on the
ings an unJuBt burden apparently has er used to cook. Would you, Sam
because they protest against the rais bounty of his
been placed upon the property ownSince the century began an alleged I
of
even think
try ing of the charge in the Kiev case.
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acquired for,
schoolboy nam
occasion?"
equalization board to defend Its action,
notoriety tnrough the trial ed Winter was found murdered at
Sam, world-wid"No, I couldn't," admitted
or gracefully acknowledge it has
'never thought of it that way. That's of several of the Jewish inhabitants Konitz in the province of West Prus-fo- r
ma lr a mistake.
the murder of a Christian girl, sia. He was old enough and from all
sure a new one on me. Guess you re
o
named Esther Solymossy, whose blood accounts, quite of the character to get
old
pal."
right though,
BEGGARS
Bill, "the they were popularly supposed to have into mischief on his own account.
"Why, Sam," continued
attended
who
that required to mix with the unleavened Suspicion fell on the Jews, the usual
i. M. Cunningham, President
fellows in town
Hosklns, Caahlbr
Prank Springer.
Independence, Kas., has essayed1 to dinner last year are still talking about bread. The trial ended in an acquit- agitation was worked up, and a scurLewis. Ast't Cash
solve the beggar problem In this wise it. Some of 'em can xTmost repeat tal, but led to an outburst of
rilous ballad accusing the Jews of
Those deserving are given assistance word for word the talk made that
literature which resulted in a having murdered Winter was sung
E
SB
to move on, while those not deserving
night. The other chaps are scattered libel action between Rohling, the about the German towns. As usual,
are told to move on. None are allow-e- al over the
country. But don't you Prague Catholic theologian and Jew the evil suspicion concentrated on
to operate on the streets. Com
it,
forget
they're going to think of us hater, and the Jewish deputy, Bloch. the family of the Jewish butcher. The
menting thctreon, the Chanute Tribune this Thanksgiving night and the mem
At the present moment a Jew is family In question, named Levy, beremarks that most of the professional ory is coin? to heh make
out a sentence of
came subjects of horror and hate in
a
working
things
beggars one sees on the street are little more
In an Austrian prison the town. One of them, a young man
matno
imprisonment
for
them,
better fixed financially than the major, ter where pleasant
on the same charge. In the Bohemian named Moritz Levy, in some of the
they are."
ity of people they solicit.
Do you reckon," asked the now village of Polna a Christian boy was legal proceedings arising out of the
The beggar problem Is an old one
enthusiastic Sam, "I could get In on murdered. The cry of ritual murder crime, declared on oath that he had
and never has been satisfactorily solv
this
dinner? Here's the money for was raised, and the charge actually had no acquaintance with Winter.
ed. Humanity in modern times pre"
a
brought against a Jewish vagabond Others asserted that they had seen
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a man away from home. You could- paniment of a furious
out- Fezruary, 1910, was tried for perjury.
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where this has been proved
to give them a lift in the work they court accepted the suggestion of ritual together. Another Christian boy, the
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were
Treasurer
prohibited
para recently
murder as the motive of the crime. dead Winter's chief friend, declared
street are trying to do. Think it over."
plying their profession on the
"I will," replied the enlightened On appeal, the death sentence was on oath that he knew nothing of any
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there
and
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corners of Los Angeles
a.in made about it by them. Sam na he thoughtfully turned and confirmed but by this time all Jewry j friendship or acquaintance between
was in arms on behalf of HuelRen. Levy and Winter. A Christian ser- Yet it was only a short time hxq that walled 'down the street,
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COLFAX COBNUTS

ENTERPRISE

Bison
..How Are Your Bowels?".
Remedy that Guarantees

Is

PURITY

?

SHOW

!W
Lieut.
commissioners yesterday at their regof 623 W. North St., Decatur,
ular monthly meeting, for the use of Vaughan,
111,
He la 72 and has had a bad liver
the state commissioners of the Panamand stomach since he came out of the
a-Pacific
San Diego exposition.
He says he tried about everyI trust we will be a3 successful with army.
but never succeeded in getting
thing
the other counties.
permanent relief until he took Dr.
I beg to remain,
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. He Is never
Yours sincerely,
' without a bottle in the house, and he
J. J. SHULER.
is never without good health.
In explanation the colonel said:
It has untold advantages over pills,
"The board of exposition managers is
and the various coarse cathar- salts
asking an appropriation from all the
counties in the state. When we took
day afternoon fixed the levy for the
charge we soon saw that the approof Bernalillo at 20.1 mills.
county
was
of
$30,000
priation
going to limit
This
makes the total levy for resius in making the kind of an exhibit
dents of Albuquerque 63.43 mills
wo would like to make unless we got
13.6 for state, 20.1 for county, 15.7 for
outside help. We decided to ask the
14 for schools.
Residents of
various counties to help us out. About city and
the
outside of Albuquerque
county
three weeks ago there was a big banwill not have to pay the
levy
quet at Raton. I was one of the speakfor
schools, but they will have to pay
ers, and my subject was the San
from 10 to 15 mills for district schools.
Mego exposition. I explained the sitThe, school levy was 10 mills in disto
All
them.
uation very thoroughly
the members of the board of county tricts No. 11 and No. 15. In all the
commissioners were there. The above other districts it was 15 mills.
The county levy for 1913 was 25.8
letter tells of the action of Colfax
made upon a valuation of
county. We want all the big counties mills,
The levy this year was
$4,300,000.
to follow the lead of Colfax and the
bmaller counties to do what they can based upon a valuation of $6,000,000.
lor us. It looks to me like Santa Fe
the bowels when they fail
comity and Santa Fe city would be to Regulate
move properly. HERBINE is an
especially benefited by the publicity! '(!vr)l"b
regulator. It helps
and advertising it would get at the exthe liver find stomach and restores a
position. All counties will be bene- fine feeling of strength and buoyoncy.
fited in like manner. It will be the Price r.ft. Sold by Central Drug Co.
Adv.
biggest
advertising and publicity
scheme New Mexico ever pulled oif,
and if we all get beiiind it we can FOUNDER'S DAY AT MT. HOLYOKE
South Hadley, Mass., Nov. 7. An ininake it. hum.
to"I want to emphasize that this, teresting program was carried out
celeFounder's
at
the
annual
day
day
money will be judiciously expended.
college.
The board is being most economical, bration at Mount Holyoke
for I know what a fix we would be in The Rev. Mr. Lyman Abbott of New
if we should run short of money.. But York delivered the principal address
of the day.
just as I said in the beginning, the
more money we get the better show
A Maker of Health
we will give.
A good honest medicine like Foley
"One of the little schemes of the Kidnev
Pills elves health to many
board which has not cost us a cent ex- - families. Mrs. O. Palmer, 635 Willow
cept to pay for the slides, is the an- - St-.- Green Hay, Wis., was seriously
pearance of a slide of the New Mexico ill with kidney and bladder trouble.
Mr. Palmer
writes; "My wife is
building at every picture show in the
recovering her health and
southwest. We have distributed 17 rapidly due
solely to the use of Fostrength
of these Elides and every
evening ley Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer
without cost to the board they are nad Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
being shown to the moving picture
audiences of four states. We have
TEACHERS MEET IN FARGO
three cities representing us in ColoFargo, N. D., Nov. 7. The annual
radoColorado
Springs, Pueblo and convention of the North Dakota EduTrinidad.
One in Arizona, Phoenix; cational association is being held In
one in Texas, El Paso, and 12 in New this city with an attendance of nearly
Mexico, ranging from Clayton to Sil- l.,0(K teachers from all over the state.
ver City, and from Carlsbad to Santa Every phase of educational activity,
Fe. We feel deeply Indebted to the from the work of the rural schools to
picture show managers for their kind- that of the college and university is
ness In this matter, and I have writ- to be discussed during the. three days'
ten and thanked them all."
sessions. A number of educators of
Bernalillo County Levy Fixed
wide reputation are on the program
'
The county commissioners yester-- for addresses.
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:s the best remedy and preventive for grip,
coughs, colds,
pneumonia and
lung troubles.

Sold in sealed
Lotties only at
$1.00 a bottle.

PROBLEMS
RELATING
TO THE
GOOD
PUBLIC
TO
BE DIS
CUSSED IN MINNEAPOLIS
Bimieapolis, Minn., Nov. 7. Nearly
two thousand delegates,
representing
leading religious, educational, social,
civic and reform bodies in nearly all
parts of the world and including offi-

cial representatives of the govern
ments in Europe and in other sections
of the globe, were assembled in the
tics and purgatives for which these Westminster Presbyterian
church on
do but temporary good, Syrup Pepsin Nicollet avenue, in
this citv. tnri.iv
cures permanently. The effect of its when the
opening session of the Sev- action is to train the stomach and cum
iuiernauuuai runty congress
bowel muscles to do their work nat- was called to order
by B. S. Stead-welurally again and in a short time all
of La Crosse, Wis., president of
forms of medicine can be dispensed the
World's
Purity
Federation.
with. It can be bought without in- The congress will remain in session
ufa
c.u.v av
until, and including next We
for fifty cents and one dollar a bottle, November
12, and in addition to the
the latter size being regularly bought
general sessions to be held In the
value.
who
those
know
its
by
already
Westminster
church
Presbyterian
Results are always
guaranteed or there will
be
and
special
departmentmoney will be refunded.
al meetings at the Auditorium, a short
Families wishing to try a free sam-flora the ch"rch.
pie bottle can obtain it poslpaid by,dlsfnce
At a gathering which was held in
419
D.
Dr.
W.
Caldwell,
addressing
a Crosse, Wis., on October
1905
Washington St., Monticello, 111. A
Dostal card with vour name and ad-- ! the National Purity federation was
organized for the suppression of white
dress on it will do.
slavery and public vice, the promotion of a high and single standard
of morals for men and women,, the
wife and sane instruction of
youth in
sex hygiene, and in furtherance of
such economic, civic and moral reforms as will conserve the highest
character and life of individuals as
well' as of nations. As the Interna
G. W.
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S. Kenyon of Iowa;,W. W. Byers, formerly speaker of the house and attorney general of Iowa; Rev. Charles
W. Gordon and Dr. James L. Gordon,
two noted reformers, of Winnipeg,

Duty's Pure Malt WlSskey

2,000

LIEUT.

7, 1913.

MEETING

ATTENDED BY

A Simple
Good

Bowel Action
Trace the origin of the commoner
ills of life and almost Invariably you
will find that constipation was the
NORTHERN
DIVISION OF STATE cause. It is not to be
expected that a
WILL HELP SAN DIEGO
mass of fermented food can remain is
EXPOSITION
the system beyond its time without
vitiating the blood and affecting the
Santa Fe, Nov. 7. "The more nerves and muscles. 'It
congests the
money we get the better show we,'ll entire body.
have," said Colonel R. B. Twitche.t
The results are colds, fevers, piles,
all smiles, this morning. He had In headaches and
nervousness, with its
his hand a letter which he Insisted
accompaying indigestion and sleepless
on reading. "That's the best news
ness. There is only one
to do,
the San Diego commission has' receiv- and that is to remove the thing
trouble; and
ed since we started," said the colonel.
when nature seems unable to do it,
The letter was as follows:
iout$ide aid is necessary.
You will
Raton, New Mexico.
uuu uie oesi or au ouisme aids a
Col. R. E. Twitchell,
remedy that many thousands are now
President Exposition Commission,
using for this very purpose called Dr.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. Many hunI take pleasure
My Dear Colonel:
dreds of letters are received by Dr.
ia Informing you that I secured an apCaldwell telling of the gopd results
propriation of $1,000 for 1914 and an obtained, and
among the enthusiastic
equal amount fof 1915, by the county
letters Is one from
G.
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COURT

by druggists, grocers and dealers.
The DuMy Malt

Whlkv

Co.,

flochotter, N, Y,

tional character of . the work unrtpp.
taken was realized the name of the
organization was later changed to the
World's Purity federation and the
movement begun in- - La Crosse met
with cordial support and sympathy in
all civilized countries of the world.
B. S. , Steadwell, the original
organ;
Izer of the movement, who was elected president of the National Purity
federation when it was founded in
1905, was retained as president
of
the World's Purity Federation and is
supported by a large staff of
vice presidents and members of
the advisory board.
Among the distinguished delegates
in attendance who will address the
congress upon various topics under
consideration are Dr. Keshava Dova
Shastri, an educator and reformer of
India; the Rev. T. A. Moore of Toronto, one of the vice presidents of
the federation; Governor Eberhart of
this state; C. M. Sheldon of Topeka,
Kan., author of "In His Steps"; Rev.
Theodore Hanson, of Topeka, Kan.;
Stanley W. Finch of Baltimore, special commissioner of the federal department for the supression of the
white slave traffic; Rabbi Rudolph
Coffee of Pittsburgh, Pa., Arthur
e
Farwell of Chicago, president of
the Law and Order league of that
city; United States Senator William
Bur-rag-

Manit., Flint Crozier, delegate from
the Philippine islands;
Reginald
Wright Kauffman of Cloughton, Eng
land, and many other men and wom
en of national or international prom-inc- e
in the field of reform.
Special addresses will be delivered
by other distinguished workers, Including Nig Poon Chow of Canton,
China, one of the greatest and most
brilliant scholars and reformers of
that country; Mrs. Catherine Booth- Llibborn, daughter of the late General
William Booth of the Salvation Army;
Virginia Brooks of Chicago, known as
the modern Joan of Arc; Mrs. Flor
ence Kelly, of New York, general sec
retary of the National Consumers'
league and Mrs. Alice Stebbins Wells,
the first appointed and most widely
known policewoman of America.
BIRMINGHAM.

ALA.
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surrerea greatly from asthma and
bronchitis. He writes! "I
lief until I took Foley's Honey and
umpouna.
it entirely removed
those choking sensations, and never
failed to produce an easy and comfortable condition of the throat and
lungs. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
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TEXAS

M.

E. CONFERENCE

Temple, Tex., Nov. 7 Hundreds of
ministerial and lay delegates have
assembled here today to take part in
the annual meeting of the central
Texas conference of the M. E. church,
South.
The conference sessions will
continue for five or six days and will
be presided over by Bishop James Atkins of North Carolina.
In damp, chilly weather, there is
always a large, demand, for. BALLARD'S

SNOW

LTNTMRNTT

Wnnso

many people who know by experience
us great relieving power in rheu

Don't Let a Cold
Settle on
Trouble can "be
rrce!!y ,LM!.9, K U'e
a severe cold which

fcrlonp

has been neglected, and which, aa a
result, bus affected the
If ou
have a persistent cough lungs.
or
war.,!,. before It la toS late. Beknmu'2
Alterative Is most beneficial In
and una been the nieuiiH of such cases
restoring to health many personscompletely
who had
aertous lung trouble.
-

Head of this case-N. j.
Pleasantville,
During the winter of 1011
I contracted a severe cold, which settled
on my lungs. The doctor
pronounced It
I tiled nearly
lung trouble.
n
every
without any result
and kept getting worse
Eckuiau's Alterative
wan
recommended to me and I commenced
using It as a last resort. - The lirst bottle
swuicd to give no relief- In fact, I seemed to feel worse, but I
on using
the medicine and found kept
out
flrat
bottle had really started me on the
the road
to recovery by loosening the mucus
aud
making me expectorate freely.
After
using the medicine for some time my
1
,P1,lert "etI
n." n80'1-man.
today I
(Signed)
GEO. M. BATES.
(Above abbreviated; more on reouest.)
f.ckman a Alterative has been proven by
many yearn' teat to be mom eflicaiioiu
Throat and
!
Affections.
Pronchltls Bronchial Asthma. Stubborn
I olds and in upbuilding
nvatem.
the
Contains no narcotics, poisona or'bahlt-foruiin- g
drugs. Ask fur booklet
of recoveries,
and write to Ecktmui
Laboratory, Philadelphia.
Ia for evidence For tale by all leading
druct'lstn
Gentlemen:

Lg

and E. . Murphey and Central Drug
CoGmpany.
matic

aches and pains, prepare to
Price
25c. 50c and Sl.Of) ner bnftlo
by Central Drug Co. Adv.

arply it at the first twinge.

NOTABLE
Bombay,

MISSION CENTENNIAL
India, Nov. 7. Following
preparations that have been going forward for more than a year, a notable
series of meetings was 'begun today
In Bombay in celebration of the centennial of American missions in India.
The first mission, the Marathi mission of west India, was founded just
100 years ago by a party of five young
missionaries who were sent out by
the American board of commissioners
for foreign missions. The American
board is represented' at the centennial
celebration by a delegation headed by
its president, Samuel B. Open of
Boston.

HAD NEVER BEFORE BEEN
PLACE LARGER THAN
TIEPRA AMARILLA

I

r
Telesfor Manmez, an aged
who has watched his flocks in
a remote section of Rio Arriba county
almost since the American occupation
of New Mexico, and where his fathers
have lived for a century and a 'half
before the establishment of the United States government, was a prisoner in the Albuquerque city jail this
mornin, says the Herald.
Marquez at the October term of the
United States district court at Santa
Fe was indicted for trespassing on. a
government forest. A warrant was
and tlio-- aged man was on Satur
last
lodged in the county jail at L
day
Santa Fe. Last night he was brought .
to Albuquerque by United States Dep-!l':-:
uty Marshal M. C. Baca.
The prisoner, who Is no more intelligent than the average sheepherder,
was charged on evidence furnished by
Charles V. Shearer, a government forest ranger, with driving his flock
across the government forest without
a permit. This morning, before Judge
Pope, he pleaded guilty and was sentenced to serve 30 days' in jail and
condemned to pay the costs, which
amounted to considerable, since travel
in Rio Arriba county remote from the
railroad Is expensive.
When he appeared in court this
morning Marquez thought he was
friendless. In this he was mistaken,
for Senator Catron, who was engaged
on another case, quickly volunteered
his services and made an eloquent
plea for clemency for the sheepherder
with the result that Judge Pope exercised his prerogative of clemency and
suspended the execution of the jail
sentence and the collection of the
costs until further orders of the court.
The prisoner was ordered released
forthwith.
Marquez, once he was free, wandered about the federal building apparently dazed. He was without funds,
had never in his long life visited a
town larger than Tlerra Amarilla. Albuquerque to him looked like a seething vortex of human atcivlty and he
wanted to escape back to his native
hills of Rio Arriba. But how to do so
without money was the problem which
was finally solved by United States
District Attorney Burkhart, who call-- !
ed the case to attention of the court!
officials, who, with the district attorcontributed
enough
ney,
quickly
money to send the erring shepherd
back to his' flocks,
Marauez left this afternoon on No. I
2 for Santa Fe,, still trying to under-slanjust why the law dragged him
to jail and to Albuquerque only to
have Us officers dig into tbjar own if
pockets for the money to send him
home again. Of one thing, however,
he is certain, and that Is that never
a.ffain will he invade the government
forest without a proper permit.
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Wanted Good, clean rags,
per pound. Optic Office.
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Come down to the office
and make your selection
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sible to estimate the possiblities that
lie within the scope of the drama.
Mr, Fielding's masterful touch will
be evident in every chord of the
framework of
play, visualTO izing in the role of the
Myton Power,
"The Golden God" the supreme being
whose powerful mentality has placed
him upon the throne of gold, dictator
of the world's resources.
Mr. Fielding, whose artistic work in
BATSTUPENDOUS
silent drama has earned him the
IN
the
ENGAGE
(Continued From Page One.)
IN
title of "The Belasco of the PhotoTLE, MOST REMARKABLE
HISTORY OF THE WORLD
play," will find In this virile drama
state. Mr. Hay don. eaid he favored
of humanity, full scope for those re
would
insure
a, taxation system that
markable powers of acting directing
Boom
Bang.
Zip
'all
taxes
property
of
by
the payment
dragon-like- ,
cannon,
and dramatic writing that carried him
thousand
A
owners on all property and at the
toll to the highest pinnacle of his art.
their
their
adding
out
fire,
over
state.
spit
the
same valuation all
death and blood.
Work on the production will start
Mr. Haydon suggested a test suit to to the maelstrom of
death
and the gigantic battle
wreak
their
mortars
of.
mmediately
Belching
the rulings
determine the legality
s
bark scenes wmen win consume a large
of the board of equalization. He de- as shrapnel and
clared if he were the assessor he out like trumpets on a judgment day. portion of the five reels being interwith
the high dramatic
Fortresses fall before the terrific nnn-ilevould refuse t6 Thake the changes upwumu iue
on the 5 lax rolls that are ordered onslaught of brilliant cavalry charg- scenes, will ue suigeu
A
of from
of
weeks.
call
victorious
two
the
course
of
the
vanguards
es,
by the board. Mr. Haydon expressed
trium- 2,000 to 5,000 men to assist in the
the
trail
their
blaze
of
be
would
army
board
the
belief
that
the
unable to make good its threat to phant march over the bones of the spectacular scenes has been made and
demon-like- ,
the work of organiizng this vast army
cause the removal of assessors who thousands, who, fighting
refuse to obey Its orders. He said fell before the flaming torches of the will begin within a few days.
Mr. Fielding, who has chosen Las
the law requires the assessors to obey victors laid waste to the glory and
'
that
the
for the studio of his company,
of
knigdom
besieged
no
Vegas
beauty
but
penalty
provides
such orders,
for not doing so. Mr. Haydon said now lay In smouldering ashes the should receive the earnest and whole
hearted support of the entire city in
It Is his belief the board of equaliza- price of victory.
Houses, palaces, crumble as the vie making this production not only the
tion has no power to order increases
In the valuations. He said the board tors, mad in the lust of success, glory- most stupendous spetcacle ever staghad been created with the Idea of ing in the triumph over tyranny, laid ed' for moving pictures but one in
,.un)u waste to the false divinity which the city should point with pride
making valuations equal all over New
Mexico, but that It had left tax af- tyiiiiied in Its brazen bowls, that to posterity in the satisfaction that
sums upon the sacrifice stone. never were physical advantages and
fairs just as chaotio as It had found
spirit so abundant as in
them. By asking questions of Mr. ..oiu0cij to a laise god.
otreets and royal walks heaved Las Vegas.
York, who was full of facts and fig
ures, Mr. Haydon brought out the fact luali and fttu iike new ploughs fields
had breathed new TO IMPROVE PRETTY HAIR AND
that certain lands in Colfax county, ith the fury
BEAUTIFY UGLY HAIR
those
more
than
value
fire into the sleeping giant buried
of concededly
la San Miguel, had been valued at beneath centuries of oppression and Harmony Hair Beautifier, a delightful liquid hair dressing, is just what
considerably less than lands in this tradition.
is named a hair beautifier. No
men
at
the
it
from
the
What! Why this dispatch
present
county. To the
like
matter
how pretty your hair now is,
did
look
not
this
of
war?
greatly
beat
meeting
made to look even better
be
tias President Wilson's ultimatum it can
equalization.
Beautifier.
'V. .1. Lucas ihen called upon, stat-- f to riuerta tullen in the form of the by using Harmony Hair
! that
the enters of the equalization combined Atlantic and Pacific squad To those who mourn because the hair
Vrxrd (ii! cot appear fo be just. He lujis, togetner with tne militia, the is stringy, dull, lustreless and homeBeautifier will
showed how the state practically con- juCKies and the leather .necks not to ly. Harmony Hair
prove a real blessing and pleasure.
suming all the moneys that can be include the Salvation Army?
lands
derived from rentals, by taxing
It seems to polish and burnish the
No, Nit, Neuter.
and
at the figure presented and leasing li is simply the war correspondent hair, making it glossy, silky-sof- t
in
wavy
to
graceful,
more easy
put up
its own hands at a low figure, of the "Martian Planet" sending
with breathless message to the earth cov folds that "stay put." It overcomes
into competlon
has gone
the land owners. He said the ering the battle scenes in Romaine the oily smell of the hair with ad ain-ttrue-ros- e
fragrance, very pleasing
values placed on such lands as Fielding's great five-rephotoplay
;
the mesa which is now taking definite form and to the user and those around.
those located
upon
to
apply simply sprinkle
have practically put a premium upon will be produced in its entirety in Las
Very easy
a little on your hair each time before
development in New Mexico. He said Vegas.
no oil, ana
New Mexico should be careful of esMr. Fielding has just completed the brushing it. It contains
of
the hair,
color
will not change the
tablishing taxation precedents; the scenario for this five-replay "The
state should start out with a taxation Golden God'' which deals with the nor darken gray hair.
To keep hair and scalp dandruff-fresystem based upon correct principles most gigantic struggltrthat the world
i
and clean, use Harmony Shamis
not
to
be re has ever faced the
its development
crisis between
This pure liquid shampoo gives
tarded.
Vhe
poo.
capital and
people), which, accordThe meeting was largely attended. ing to Mr. Folding's pJay, reaches its an instantaneous rich lather that imA similar gathering was held In San- - culmination ia 1950.
mediately penetrates to every pan of
'A
ta Fe last night. Legal action already A terrible battle typi vying the upris- hair and scalp, insuring a quick, thorWashed off just as
has been begun In several other coun
cleansing.
ing of the sleeping giant, labor, ough
entire
the
ties to prevent the carrying out of
operation takes onagainst "The Golden God," the tyr- quickly moments. Contains
nothing
a few
the orders of the board of equalize ant will be
presented in the most ly
the hair; leaves no
tion.
vivid battle scenes ever conceived for that can harm
As was announced In The Optic
harshness or stickiness just a sweet
moving pictures. Thousand of men
Tuesday evening, the San Miguel and women and children armed with cleanliness.
Both prepaartions come in
county commissioners have refused rifles, revolvers and fire brands will
to raise the valuations of the classes meet
very ornamental bottles, with
upon the battlefield of lire, the
of property which the law gives them armies controlled
sprikler tops. Harmony Hair Beautiby "The Golden
the right to fix. The action taken by God."
fier, $1.00. Harmony Shampoo, 50c.
Both guaranteed to satisfy you in ev
the tax payers' committee appointed
will be prolast night will be along the line of The play in its entirety Mr.
ery way, or your money back. Sold
in Las Vegas, and
duced
Fielding in this community only at our store
in
his
assessor
the
supporting
county
most spectacular, magThe Rexall Store one of the more
efforts to resist the order to raise premises the
and dramatic pro- than 7,000 leading
thrilling
nificent,
of
drug stores of the
of
other
classes
valuations
the
duction ever made in America.
United States, Canada and Great Bri
property in the county. The commitTouching as it does upon the most tain, which own the big Harmony latee may do this by enjoining him
from making the incerases, or it may powerful and dramatc episode tnat boratories in Boston, where the many
and
arrange to defend him if he refuses the world has ever faced, the battle celebrated Harmony Perfumes
BeG.
made.
crusnea
E.
are
masses
Toilet
of
the
for
life
preparations
to comply with the equalization
neath the heel of "God's oppression," Murphey, cor. Sixth and Douglas Sts.
board's orders.
assumes sucn momentous propor- East Las' Vegas, N. M. Adv.
tions that It becomes almost impos
Subscribe for The Optic
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PAYERS

1ASSES

BATTLE

RESIST

LIVE

highest testimonials
as a Professional Piano
and Organ tuner, will
be here for a few days

at

THE ROSENTHAL

,

GENERAL

Natural

,

cereals, Wheat and
Barley, with the various food elements for building body
tissues and for storing: up energy in the system.
Nature has filled the

well-know-

Opposite Y. M. C. A.

CONGRESS LIKELY
TO LOOK INTO

COLORADO

n

GrapeNiits

FOOD

Made from wheat and barley, has long been known as
the ideal food for athlete, invalid, man, woman and child.

strike among men formerly satisfied
with' their wages and working" conditions. It charges that the officials
of the miners' union now make their
open boast that unless the mine owners consent to sign the union contract
they will inaugurate a more widespread disaster by preventing the mining of coal in other states and by
calling a sympathetic strike in Indus' "
tries in this state."
It further states tnat the only point
at issue when the strike was called,
In reality, was recognition of the
union; that other alleged demands
were provided under the state law,
the enforcement of which Tests with
the civil authorities. It claims that
higher wages were paid in Colorado
before the strike was called than are
paid in unionized states, "such as
Kansas and Oklahoma," and maintains
that the only "essential to the normal
operation of our coal mines and the
return of normal prices is the strict
maintenance of law and order and
the protection of our employes."
It claims that more than 50 per cent
of the old men are at work.

BROOKES'

FUNERAL

SUNDAY

ESCORT .WILL PAY
MILITARY
LAST RESPECTS TO DEAD
ADJUTANT GENERAL

quickly available in the blood for rebui'dinsr waste body,
brain and nerve cells the natural supply of a natural waste.

Pain In Back and Rheumatism
Torment thousands of people dally.
be one of these sufferers when
For f little cost you can get well rid
n
of tbo cause. Foley Kidney Pills
their good work from the very
f rst dose.
They exert bo direct an
pction on the kldneyB and bladder
that the pain and torment of backache, rheumatism an1 kidney trouble
is soon dispelled. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

in't

be-P-i-

Sold

v

Make Them Better If They
Could
The makers of Foley Kidney Pills
know that they have absolutely the
best combination of curative and
healing medicines for kidney and
bladder ailments and urinary irregularities that it is possible to produce.
That Is why Foley Kidney Pills are
Would

TAUFERT'S
THAW DECISION COMING
Concord, N. H., Nov. 7. Governor
B'elker announced today that he would
give his decision in the Thaw extra-

dition proceedings at the state house
at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
A Night of Terror
Few nights are more terrible than
that of a mother looking on her child
choking and gasping for breath during an attack of croup, and nothing In
Many
the house to. relieve it.
mothers have passed nights of terror
In this situation. A little forethought
will enable you to avoid all this.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is a
certain cure for croup and has never
been known to fail. Keep It at hand.
For sale by all dealers. Adv.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE

Chicago, Nov. 7. An advance of ,
was scored by wheat at the
to
start today, the uplifting influence being mainly firmer Liverpool cables.
Opening prices were bettered in the
early trading, but later the buyin.3
eased a little and quotations reacted
to about the opening mark. The close
was easy at a, net Advance of M1,':.
Prospects of unsettled weathe: sent
corn upward. First figures were up
cent and later came a
V&Vi to
subsequent small rise at which tho
market was steady for a time. The

Grape-Nut- s

Grocjrs everywhere.

-

j

corn-brea-

coffee.

Luncheon Boiled smoked tongue,
cold; baked potatoes, cheese toast,
lemon jelly, cake.
DinnerPea soup, fricasseul chicken, boiled rice, string beans, tnpioca
custard, cake, coffee.
ROBBED THE SLEEPERS
Omaha. Neb.. Nov. 7. The police of
Omaha and Council Bluffs irs prao
tleally without a clue, so far :is Laa
been made public, as to the Uea'.Uy
of the lone bandit who held M the
occupants of one sleeping car on the

train here
early today. The robber secured
about 300 and six watches from the
passengers and three trainmen.
5

Wanted Good, clean rags,
per pound. Optic Office.

cents

outlook and the list consequently went
through a series of irregular fluctuations, as the balance of the buying
and selling orders turned the movement one way and then another.
Sentiment abroad was more hopeful, and the initial rise in prices was
due in part to the higher range for
American stocks cabled from London.
Intermittent short selling depressed
the list for the time, but the general
trend was upward. On the curb there
was another spirited advance in the
Standard Oil group.
Bonds were
easy.
Because of the unexpectedly good
showing in the monthly Copper Producers' statement, Amalgamated rose
to the day's best. The movement
elsewhere was too "fitful and- uncertain to have much significance, bat
the undertone was good.
The market closed steady. Stocks
showed
tendencies in
reactionary
spots toward the close and Union Pacific lost its advance. Prices were
shaded elsewhere, but just, before the
The
close the list hardened again.
last sales for the day were:
70
Amalgamated Copper
106
Sugar, bid.
91
Atchison
159
Reading . '
851
Southern Pacific"
149
Union Pacific
55
United States Steel
104
United States Steel, pfd.

cent.
Good demand helped oats, and at
of
cent was made. The market continued firm, helped by strength of other

the beginning an upturn

.

LIVE STOCK
7.
Hogs,

KANSAS CITY

Kansas City, Nov.
ceipts 5,000. Market

grain.

re-

cents higher.
Bulk $7.307.80;
heavy $7.60
7.90; packers and butchers $7.60
7.90; lights $7.507.85; pigs $6

On a light run at the yards provisions showed an opening gain of 1
to 5 cents, but there was considerable liquidation and values reacted a
trifle. The close was as follows:
May 90y8.
Wheat, Dec.
Corn, Dec. 69y2; May 70ya.
May
Oats, Dec.
Pork, Jan. $20.07; May ?20.12.
Lard, Jan. $10.77; May $10.92.
Ribs, Jan. $10.62; May $10.75.

10

7.25.

Market
Cattle, receipts 1,000.
steady. Prime fed steers $8.809.50;
dressed beef steers $78.75; western
42.
steers $6.758.50; southern steers
$4.756.75; cows $4.157; heifers
$59; stockers and feeders $5.25
7.75; bulls $4.5.07; calves $610.
Sheep, reecipts 4,000. Market 10
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Nov. 7. Speculators ap cents higher. Lambs $77.75; yearde-parently were unable to reach any j lings $5.256; wethers $4.505.25;
finite conclusion as to the immediate ewes $44.75.

85;
38;

j

the best medicine for the purpose
O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

you can buy.

More Bottles Sold Each year
is easy to understand why an
Increasing number of bottles of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
sold yearly. Thos. Verran, 286 Ed
ward Street. Houghton, Mich., gives
an excellent reason when be writes
"Foley's Honey and Tar Compound

!,f

It

TP) Hr2

has always proven an effective remedy, quifekly relieving tickling in the
throat, and stopping the cough with
no bad after effects. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store Adv.
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For, Bright Ey
and G!::r llzzi
Remarkable Catarrh Cure
That Gets Right into the
Affected Parts and
Stops Gatherings.
-

Santa Fe, Nov. T. Arrangements
for the funeral of Adjutant General A.
S. Brookes were completed this after
noon following the arrival of Colonel
Bushnell, commandant at Fort Bayard
of the deceased.
and father-in-laThe funeral will be held Sunday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock in the PresbyS. 8. S. Is a Wonder for the Eyes, Noso
terian church in this city, and interana Throat.
ment will be in the Santa Fe National
It Is definitely known that catarrh can
be cured by tlie simple process of Inocucemetery.
lating the blood with antidotal remedies
The body will He In state In the that
stop inflammatory conditions throughout the mucous linings of all the organs
9
a.
m.
from
capitol building Sunday
of the body. This is done with the famous
Swift's Sure Specific, or as it is widely
to 2 p. rn.
known. S. S. S.
taken into the blood
The First regiment band and Com- just as naturally Itasis the
most nourishing
food.
It
its Influence over every
New
spreads
B
First
the
of
regiment,
pany
organ in the body, through all the veins
Mexico National guard, will furnish and arteries, and enables all mucous surfaces to exchange Inllammatory adds and
the military escort at the funeral.
other irritating substances for arterial ele-

It is promptly digested by the weakest stornach end is

"There's a Reason" for

From Page One.)

DAY DINNER

The city market is loaded with good
things for Sunday dinner and doubtless it will be "some meal." The meat
portion of the menu is far the best
as far as excellent quality and variety
are concerned. There are fowls of
every kind. Young turkeys, geese,
ducks and chickens are plentiful and
In comparison are equally,, as cheap
as the regular line of meats, although
meat at this period of the world's
history is far from cheap. On the
dinner menus that are Bent out each
week the chicken still holds the place
for Sunday dinner, but Las Vegans
may get variety toy purchasing any of
the above mentioned fowls.
In vegetables and fruits the market
offers the same as last week." Ripe
tomatos will hold their end of the
counter and their cost is the same
as last week. Turnips, cabbage, carrots, rutabagas, parsnips, cauliflower,
beets and squash also are obtainable.
Cranberries are now in their prime
and the housewife may benefit by
buying this delicious relish by large
quantities and canning them. Cranberries in the middle of July usually
appeal to the tired husband, provided
they are chilled and served in a
tempting way with cold meats.
Fruits look as though they had about
reached the end of the rope, owing to
the close of the season for many of
the different varieties. Oranges and
lemons appear to be average and are
enjoying a good sale.
The following is the menu for Sunday as set down by the country's foremost cook:
Breakfast drapefruit, puffed wheat
and cream, kippered herring,

good
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FURNITURE COMPANY

a.

buys

THE MARKET OFFERS THIS
GESTION FOR THE SUN-

d

e

FIVE FIFTY

KIND

three-pounder-

(Continued

A

FOWL OF ANY

Hr. Otto Braun with

Leave Orders
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See where thsse specials should be of interest to you. Some
Be
pe6ple go through life without seeingofany of its opportunities svnd
our Saturday night
a wise old owl and take advantage
Monday BergeJns.

HAT.WE:D.Qt
May's Specials
20c

For Childrsn.

19c

Per Pair

Saturday Night Only

Flannelettes, Pretty Wash
Patterns, Per Yard

14c

'
1

25c Iron Clad Hose "Holiday's Specials

S1.75
Women's WfooI Union Suits
Hand Knit.

Towels
35cDamask Towels, each

ments that effectually cltanfie the system
and thus put an end to all catarrhal pollution. S. S. S. cleans out the stoiuach of

mncous accumulations,
enables only pure,
biood maklne materials to enter the intestines, combines with these food elements to
enter the circulation, and in less than an
hour is at work throughout the body in
the process of purification.
You will soon realize its wonderful In- fiuence by the absence of headache and
steadily improved nasal condition.
For sneclal advice on any blood disease
write to Hie Swift Specific Co.. 223 Swift
vo not oeiay to get
King., Atlanta, tia,
a Dome 01 w. rc. w, irom your uruggiar.
Alwavs insist that vou want S. S. S
and nothing else. Beware of all attempts
to sen you a substitute.

.8

KEEP YOUR. EYES WIDE OPEN !

23c

Each

'a

u

S1.40

Saturday Night Only

S4.C0

15c
Best Dress Ginghams, 27
Inches Wide, Per Yard

lie

25c Hen's Lisle Sox
All

Colors & Sizes, Per Pr.
Saturday Night Only

19c

Maish Comforts,
Extra Lifjht.

Full Size

Each

$3.29

"

y
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NJHY'DEPAKTBLNT

PERSONALS

PREFABS
A. A. Sena was in the city today
from his ranch at Park Springs.
A. C. Hall of Albuquerque came in
last night for a short business visit.
M. T. Wright of Pueblo, Col., is in
Las Vegas for a several days' business
visit.
A. O. Jahren of Wagon Mound came
in yesterday evening for a short business visit.
J. J. Gasey of Chicago arrived here
last night for a several days' visit

IS

'

i

'

If

1

Mens

Sound Sleep. Good DigtMion. Good
Judgment a.nd Mixrvly Independence

at

(Continued Prom Page One.)

She ROSENTHAL

OPEN A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH

-

Oppo ite the Y. M. C. A.

PEOPLES BANK

43c dozen Tsbte ' Tumblers, worth 60c.
55c dozen Blown Tumblers, worth ?5c.
$1.25 dozen Cut Glass Tumblers, worth $2.00.
8c for White Cups and Saucers, worth $10c.
9c for Dinner Size China Plates.
24c for 35c Coal Buckets.
$4.85 for Coal Heaters, worth $6.50.
$1.95 for White Cotton Hand-madComforts, worth $2. Silkolene cow.
ered. '
$3.95 for
Plaid Wool Blankets, worth $5.50.
See us for Lap Robes, Horse Covers and Whips.
$22.45 forv,4-hol- e
Steel Range with warming closet on base.
$24.50 for
Range,' like above.
Headquarters for Electric Light Globes. The "Westinghouse Mazda"

TRUST

...OFFICKKS...
John

W.

Harris. President

Geo. H. Hunker, Vice President

Cecils Rosenwald. Secretary

" Ivo

YALE

11-- 4

CALLS

FOR

ADDITIONAL

at Eastern Prices.

COACHES
FIELDING TO ADDRESS
THE UNIVERSITY

IT

TOGO

CLUB

WITH
'THE

POSSIBILIEDUCATIONAL
TIES OF THE MOTION
IS SUBJECT

IN

IT

HIKE

New Haven, Conn., Nov. 6.

.

"'

Romaine Fielding, manager of the
Lubin New Mexico Motion Picture
company, will address the University
club tonight at the Y. Si, C. A. on the
subject, "The Educational Possibilities of the Motion Picture." The meetThe
ing will start at 8:30 o'clock.
club invites its friends to attend.
Mr. Fielding is perhaps the most
able man in the west today to deliver
such a talk. His own experience and
his close connection with the critics
on motion pictures make him an au
thority. Mr. Fielding has made a
study of this feature of the motion
picture work and no doubt his remarks will be of great interest.

ACA

INJURY TO CORNISH PUTS THE
BLUE IN BAD SHAPE FOR
REST OF SEASON

.

SANTA FE BOXER MAKES LOCAL
BATTLER LOOK LIKE A.
RANK AMATEUR

What-

ever else may be said about the game
Saturday against Colgate the contest
was a costly one for Yale, for early
in the game Cornish was lost for the
season. This and the fact that the
men had been worked hard recently
demoralized the team. Cornish dislocated his jaw in the second period,
and later on the doctors found it was
fractured, so his football days are
over. He will be graduated In June.
The coaches met several times today to fltseuss the situation, which
because of the loss of Cornish rather
than the results of Saturday's game
looks very blue. There remains ten
aay8 before the Princeton game to
develop some one to run the team,
and there is no man of particular
promise. The man who will have the
first chance Is Thompson, who went
in when Cornish was hurt. After him
will come Hammer, who was the third
quarter In. the game Saturday.
A hurry call has been sent out, for
coaches for .the quarterback, and this
week George Adee, Guy Hutchinson
and Morris Ely, with others, will arrive to help. The coaches and players are free to admit that it is a
blessing to Yale this year that
Brown's team Is not as strong- as
usual.
;'
j
The Yale players figure that there
would have been a Yale victory had
it not been for the fumbling of
Knowles and Talbott, which cost
touchdowns.
Only for a few minutes,
after Yale had been scored on, did
the Yale team show anything like its
early season form, and that was on
the series of plays which led to

ond who was injured a' few .weeks'
ago, will be back in the game this
week and will try for right end.
At the close of the week Pendle
ton will return and will probahlj' play
right, tackle, while Matting will be
able to go into center if it Is decided
to put him back there. If not, lie will
probably play guard with Cooney at
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DEFEAT

'
'
center.
Another cripple who 'will be back
before the week! Is over Is Alnsworth. HIS BOWLERS ARE BEATEN BY
THE AGGREGATION HEltDED
Pumpelly seems to be the only cripple who will not return this week.
BY C. H. BAILY
Though the game Saturday was a
hard one there will be no let up tomorrow, and the survivors will be at
Standing of the Teams
the field. A score or more coaches
Won Lost Pet
J. Danziger
2
are expected to answer Head Coahc
0
1.000
W. Springer
1
3
Howard Jones S. O. S. signal and be
.750
C. H. Baily...
2
.CG6
at the field all week.
i
J. Harris
500
l
l
H. Raynolds
2
.333
.1
AGED BRIDE DIES
C. W. G. Ward
2
.333
a
,1
Hartford, Conn., Nov. 7. Mrs.
C. Danziger
i
1
.000
Treat Goddard, aged 73, whose
Nolette
2
.000
.0
marriage to Charles A. Goddard, a
old Yale student, brought her to
public notice in 1909, died today at
The Baily team won over the
her home here. Death was due to
At the time of her mar- Springer team last night, marking its
apoplexy.
riage to Goddard, her son made an second victory for this week. The
unsuccessful effort to have a conser- Springers were defeated by 58 pins.
vator appointed for her estate, which This victory places the Baily five In
third place, and, according' to theirj
is said to be extensive.
captain, they will sold first place
after the next two games. The feigh-es- t
NOTED EVOLUTIONIST DEAD
score rolled last night was 477 by
London, Nov. 7 Alfred Russell WalHoke
and the low honor went to Mills
lace, an eminent British scientist,
287.
The official score of the
died here today, aged 91 years. Pro- with
is
as
game
follows:
fessor Wallace, the "grand old man of
Bally Team
science," shares with Darwin the
1st i 2nd 3rd To'l
tone
ot having set forth tho t:ian-tifi- c
Hoke
155 142 ISO
477
principles of evolution. He was Mills
72 105 110
287
the author ot more than 00
inks,
163 162 134
Gehrlng
treatises and monographs.
Wertz
..130 125 141

i

i'

FIRST

Ket--cha-

semi-windu- p

ocean-to-ocea-

"i

.

IIS

MEETS

compare with :CJ7

xfSr

and

-

SPRINGER

For pastry there is nothing to

up"

'I

Secretary

e

Lu-cer- o

;fi

Cleofes Romero. Vice President

W. Lively, Assistant

The bout last night between Battling Togo of this city and Mike Baca
of Santa Fe ended in the third round
with the Capital City boy fresh and
full of life while his opponent was
practically knocked out. Baca demonstrated his ability as a boxer and
outpointed ogo in every way in the
last two rounds. Early in the third
round Togo fell a victim to heavy
rights and lefts from Baca, which
stunned him to such a degree that he
staggered around the ring dodging as
best he could the shower of blows.
Although not knocked out Togo was
NEW WATBOUS ROAD
nearly gone and Referee William
Cullen gave Baca the decision to save
WILL BP SURVEYED him further punishment. In the first
round Togo had the best of the argument. He fought on jthe haymaker
HIGHWAY WILL CUT THROUGH
sr,
syle and smiled with confidence. Baca
KROENIG PLACE AND WILL
114 112 160
Baily
w;
spent his time taking several blows
INDIAN MONEY STOLEN
SHORTEN THE TRIP
from the battling bootblack and feel7.
Nov.
Gross misap
Washington,
634 646 72r, ;
ing out his man.
propriation of funds belonging to the
Arrangements how are being made
Team
In the second round Baca turned the
Springer
minor
children of the five civilized
by the citizens of watrous to shorten tables and landed
2nd 3rd To'l
1st
numerous good
tribes in Oklahoma has been disclos- Martin
the road from Las Vegas to that place blows. Togo bled
137 144 170
4m
considerably and
ed by investigations conducted by Sec- about a mile by cutting a highway Baca,
J. Stern
80
68 147
2'ir
realizing that Togo's face was
Lane.
The secretary announc- Omundsoa
retary
41 s
.123 164 131
through the William Kroenlg ranch. a good mark, continually pegged away
ed today that he would call the cases S.
Mr. Kroenig, it is said, was opposed at It.
166 . 95 130
Rosenthal
392
to the attention of a federal
to this several weeks ago but later
grand Springer
....120 134 137 391
In the third round Baca came back
jury and begin criminal prosecutions.
agreed to allow the boosters to go strong and from the first seemed de626 COS 715 1947
through with the proposition. One-hal- f termined to knock out his man. He
WASHBURN
mile of this road lies in San Mi- forced
for
Bowled
WORKING
HARD
Shupp.
Togo to his corner and there
Topeka, Kas., Nov. 7. Secret pracguel county and it will be necessary ended the fight by a near knockout. Knowles' touchdown.
The week will see several changes tice today gave the Washburn
that the county make the repairs on Referee Cullen raised Baca's right
McCOMBS IS MARRIED
college
in the Yale line as the result of the football squad final touches for the
this side, while Mora county will com- hand,
New York, Nov. 7. William F. Mo- that
he
was
the
best
signifying
plete the other end of the road.
man. The bout was scheduled for ten game. Of the line men the onlv three annual contest with the University of Combs of New York, chairman of the
who have a good chance to hold their Kansas at Lawrence tomorrow. Since democratic national
This road, if completed, will be a rounds.
committee, and
1900 Washburn has won four
to
the
Las
great advantage
Vegans,
games Miss Dorothy Williams, daughter of
The
was short, Toung positions are Avery, Talbott and
citizens of Watrous and
Warren has a possible chance, from Kansas and the university has Colonel and Mrs. John R. Williams,
Duran of Raton easily winning over
tourists, and' the local road commis- Battling Ruhio. This fight lasted a Caldwell, Madden and Hubbard will' won seven. Two contests resulted of Washington, D. C, were married to
sion is now making preparations to scarce two rounds. RuWo showed a be put into the diweard. Brann, the 0 to 0.
day.
assist in having it built.
decided yellow streak. From the minute he entered the ring the fans saw
that he was outclassed, and in the
DRESSMAKING AND FITTING IS MADE EASY
ANY FIQUHE CAN BE EXACTLY L'JI'l.ICAI
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
Li) Wll.'.A
THE USE OF A"PERFECTION DRESS FORM.
'
half
of
second'
last
round
the
Duran,
nLL"liUNCntKT ADJUSTAfil E C.SS f&VA IT
"Knockout'' Brennan vs. Johnny
THE INITIAL COST IS REALLY SMALL.
with swinging rights and lefts, fore-IS INilr PENPENTLY AND f ""' 0 Tr f v an
'
Howard, 10 rounds, at Buffalo.
IT WILL LAST A LIFE-TIMABLE IN EVEKY PART TO 'NY
chiV: '
andV the local
corner
to
ed
i
Rubio
his
hill,IWHWWKPSHJWSSfe
"Knockout" Brown vs. Johnny Dun
FAMILY
'M"'
I,'
"
"m
(jKANDMOTHI K'S tKOClVb
QAUUHUKS HhtUINb faOWN
lad quit, being all but knocked out.
dee, 10 rounds, at New York.
The
preliminary ' between
Velasquez and Herrera was a' draw.
This bout was good and caused the
fans much merriment. Jack Laubach
1
refereed this mill and the final de
mtkVM
cision was popular. Herrera was a
"!!M
'
w
willing fighter,' but was at a disad
arms were
vantage as Velasquez's
THE STYLISH DRAPED FASHIONS OF TO DAY
PERFECTION DRESS TOHMS REPRESENT
i
considerably longer than his own.
CAN BE EASILY AND QUICKLY CARRIED OUT IfT
ECQN.QI1Y. EFFICIENCY. CPNVFNIFVCF.
The
curtain raiser be
DETAIL AND WITHOUT NEEDLESS FATIGUE OF USUAL"
AND &MYJCE.TMEY ARE ALWAYS
tween Young Orozco and1 Young
STANDING UP ORBEAfBY USING A PERFECTION FORM.
VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY:
J
was also a draw and was a fast
exhibition. These boys are featherweights. They put up a fast exhibi
The "Perfection" Adjustable Form ;,;
The "Improved Favorite" AdjuMjble Fcrh
tion. Jack Laubach also refereed this
uottolene creams
and
beautifully, always,
every. bout.
This Form has recenflv iicon im
No. 18
iuwa
is
is.
proved with several new features and
advantage
always Young Duran Issued a challenge be- -'
This is the oldest adjustable form
blends readily
plastic
brought up to date in line with all
flour or sugar. fore tho main bout to the winner of
on the market, is well known and in
our other forms.
Baca-TogThis makes Cottolene especially
to
the
mill,
at
be
fought
pleasant to use in any time. No doubt Baca and Duran
The four parts of the collar are of
all respects
It can be adcairea,
sauces,
biscuits
like.
pastry,
would put up a classy fight should
stamped nickeled metal without solder
;,i
justed to the required size with' quick-nes- s
;1
and skirts are of flat nickeled steel
be matched.
and ease. Has separate adjustHave you tried Cottolene yet.? If not, do least they
rivited and also without solder, makW. C. Dennis acted as official an
ments for each part, and bust can be
it for yourself. Yon
nouncer and discharged his duties to
ing the Form practically indestructible
from 32 to 48 inches with
enlarged
.
This form is opened in four parts
i.
4
Jin
a
.
Music
furwas
ftAv
.
'I.
A.
II
VI
good
n
111
TlTT
".
advantage.
III
in
Jrvi uio tjamo nished during the evening, which
or Bections, and is adjusted at the
other parts in desired proportions. Can
ciUVcUlLclgCS.
ao
food experts advo made things hum all the time.
neck, waist and hips. It can be raised
be raised or lowered
to suit any
lorget
2 vme,
and lowered to any desired pkirt
The boxing card, staged at the Roscate mis wholesome shortening as reof
skirt.
length
enthal hall, proved to be one of the
length.
liable, economical and digestible..
most enjoyable exhibitions of baxing
PRICE SIS. 50
PRICE SS.50
Send for the FREE Recipe Book, " HOME seen in Las Vegas for many months.
It was one continual round of pleasure
HELPS," by these five leading cooking for the fans from the time the first
ill'1"
authorities:
preliminary started. Every man who
entered the ring fought his hest and
Mrs. Mary J. Lincoln, Mrs. Sarah Tyson there
was little friendship displayed
Rorer, Mrs. Helen Armstrong', Lida Ames among the fighters. Promoters CorWillis, Marion Harland.
dova and Montoya gave the fans their
I
M tr
f '
It
money's worth. No doubt they will
stage another mill soon.
sug-geste-d

'

The Savings Habit

SATURDAY AND MONDAY SPECIAL

FOIl VMIt

river full speed was ordered, and the
Chester was soon lost in the haze.
Before sailing Captain Moffett said
he expected to reach his destination
some time Monday night.
The scout cruiser, which is equipped
with the most powerful wireless apparatus on any ship in the" American
navy, is heavily loaded with provisions for three months, and a large
with friends.
Mrs. M. P. Papon of New York city supply of ammunition. There are also
Is in Las Vegas for a. several days' aboard machine and field guns.
business visit.
Marines Ordered South
Mrs. E. R, Rossan and daughter and
Mrs. B. C. Kessler of Sedalia, Mo.,
Portsmouth, N. H., Nov. 7. Orders
are in Las Vegas for a several weeks' were received from Washington today
for 200 of the 3H) marines stationed
stay.
M. H. Blackwell. a oostoffice in- - at the Portsmouth yard to prepare im- spector from Denver, arrived In Las mediately for service In a southern
Vegas last night for a short business i climate.
The message from Washington was
visit.
For violin and piano lessons see J. received at the yard last night and
Karl Crites. Phone Main 351. 924 directed that the marines be ready
Columbia avenue. 'Terms reasonable. to leave within 48 hours. PreparaAdv.
tions were rushed, and before noon
E. E. Sprauge of Meadville, Pa., today the men were awaiting an orcame in last night from his home der to entrain. They are wearing
and will locate in Las Vegas for the khaki uniforms Intended for warm
weather use.
present
AH millinery goods
going below
com unm our stock is reduced new
May Be Practice Roundup
Roods received weekly.
Mrs." Stand-ish- .
Boston, Nov. 7. It was said at the
Adv.
Charlestown
navy yard1 today that no
Mead Tipton of Pratt, Kas., arrived
in Las Vegas yesterday and will spend orders concerning the movement of
marines had been received there. The
several days here as the guest of his
officers had no comment to make reMiss
Alice
sister,
Tipton.
the orders received for the
Anthony Dowd of St. Cloud, Minn., garding
for active service at
preparation
arrived in Las Vegas yesterday evenPortsmouth.
ing and will be a business visitor in
In addition to the naval prison
the city for the next few days.
at Charleston, 180 marines are
John Hicks, the well known ranch guard
always
ready for service. It was
er of Santa Rosa, left this morning
that a plan which originated
in his automobile for his ranch after
some time ago for a general roundup
having been a business visitor here of all the marines on the Atlantic
for several days.
coast might be maturing. This plan,
Mr. and Mrs. L. Silverman of Kanwas said, contemplated a practice
sas City, arrived in Las Vegas last it
of the marines at Culabra,
assembly
night and Intend to spend the winter an island a short
distance east of San
here. ' Mr. Silverman is a business
Juan, Porto Rico, which'" was formerly
man of Kansas City.
a small naval station and was abanMr. and Mrs. A. P. Beeble of Niles,
doned when the larger
station t
in
arrived
Las
Mich.,
Vegas last night
wos established
Gvantanamo,
Cuba,
in an automobile on their way from
Tti 5 purpose, so far as explained, was
Washington to Michigan. They have t
hoi- - quickly the naval
been touring the northwest for the
could
be
guards!
;nmght together in
past several months.
n aximura
their
strength.
Dr. R, W. Ellis of Los Angeles, is
in Los Vegas and will remain here
for the remainder of the winter. He "Just Maneuvers,'.' Says Washington
Is the father of Jack Ellis, the well
Washington, Nov. 7. At the navy
'
known actor for the Lubin New Mexico department it was officially said that
Motion Picture company.
.
the preparation of marines at Portsmouth was preliminary to expectaGOVERNMENT
tion of plans announced several weeks
Washington, Nov. 7. Federal,
ago for the working out of an advance
with western states in the de- base problem by the marines. The
velopment of water power was given Hancock, a naval receiving ship, is
added impetus today when Secretary being fitted out at Philadelphia as a
Lane approved the expenditure of transport to accommodate about 1,500
$15.00 for an investigation of an in- men for a short voyage.
With the
terstate water power project on the Panther and perhaps other vessels, it
Columbia river near The Dalles, Ore- is proposed to concentrate about 2,500
gon. The state also has appropriated marines, if that number can be spared
SUi.flOO
for that purpose, so that a from the navy yards and battleships,
join;, board, composed of representaat Guantanamo, Cuba.
tives of the interior department, engiOne purpose,' it was stated, will be
neer a of the army and of the state of a demonstration of r!ie ability of the
Oreaon will have $30,000 available for marine corps to respond to an emergthe work.
ency call, involving the seizure of a
fortified port in a supposedly hostile
BRAZIL IS COMING
country.
Washington, Nov. 7. Brazil has appropriated $500,000 for representation gress for an appropriation of $350,- at the Panama-Pacifiexposition, and 000 for the same purpose, according
the Venezuelan government has caus- to diplomatio dispatches received here
ed a bill to be Introduced in its con- - today.
c
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HIS

EFUSES
TO DISMISS

An Old City

CHARGE
RENEHAN STILL FACES THE

AC-

CUSATION IN CONNECTION
WITH LOVATO CASE

State of New Mexico, County of San
Miguel , In the District Court,
Fourth Judicial District
James H. Kelly,
,
Plaintiff,

ID BEMfilESH
Israel Is Brought to
Light.

No. 7569.
vs.
Town of Las Vegas, et als,

o

When court convened this morning
H. Christ of counsel for Renehan
moved that the charge No. 1 be dismissed also, alleging that it had not
been sustained by the proof Einpi;nl
The motion was ihtn
&y the relator.
argued by the respective eldes unti;
about 11:20, when the court stopped
Attorney General Clancy in the midst
of his argument by saying that the
court had made up Its mind to over-rul- e
Ihe mqtion, ana that his further
arguments were unnecessary.
Following this announcement by the
?ourt the attorneys for Mr. Renehan
prepared to present his defense. Felix
Careia of Lumberton was the first
witness for the defense and he testified that the had recommended Mr.
Reiiehan to Faustin Ixjvato because
the latter had told him tnat several
years had passed now and they had
secured nothing from their claims. R,
J. Pale of the First National bank,
was then introduced to identify certain handwriting, and a recess was
taken until 2 p. m.
It is said that there will be 'a num
ber of witnesses introduced by the
defense and that the case may last a
long as a couple of days longer.

Defendants,
The defendants to said suit and
Town of Las
each of them,
of the Town
of
Board
Trustees
Vegas,
of Las Vegas, the unknown heirs of
deceased
Francisco A. Manzanares,
and all unknown claimants of Inter
ests in the premises adverse to the
plaintiff (said premises being the real
estate described in the complaint in
this cause) who claim adverse to
plaintiff, James H. Kelly and each of
them are hereby notified that a suit
has been commenced in the District
Court of the Fourth 'Judicial District
of the State of New Mexico, in the
County of San Miguel, being cause
No. 7569 by the plaintiff James H.
Kelly against them to quiet the title
to that certain tract and parcel of
land situated in the County of San
Miguel and Slate of New Mexico, described as follows,
A certain tract of land situated at
Upper Las Vegas, San Miguel Coun
ty, New Mexico, known as the F. A,
Manzanares Old Homestead, describ
ed as follows:
Beginning at the Northwest corner
of the tract, on the east side of the
old Mora Road, known now as Las
Vegas and Upper Town road, from
whence a spike driven in center line
of tract on north end of Bridge No.
4 Hot Springs Branch A. T. and S
F. Ry. Co., bears south 31 degrees
14 minutes west 1300 feet;
thence
north 58 degrees 15 minutes east
6081.6 feet along the wire fence which
is the north boundary line of this
tract, and between said tract and
lands of M. A. Baca, deceased, and
land of F. E. Olney to the Northeast
corner and west side of present road
leaning to Mora, thence south S degrees 48 minutes east 572.3 feet and
along west side of said Mora road
(o Southeast corner; thence south 58
degrees 4 minutes west 6038.9 feet
along the wire fence which is the
South boundary of this tract and line
between this tract and lands of M. A.
Baca deceased, to the southwest corner on east side of said Upper town
road, thence north 7 degrees 40 min
utes, west 567 feet along east side
of said Upper Tq wn road to the northwest corner and place of beginning,
containing 71.10 acres,- excluding
therefrom the right of way of the road
known as Eighth Street Extension.
According to the plat and survey c
said land made by J. L. Zimmerman,

1
camb
The Westerner Where
from the birth rate Is less than the

death rate.
The Easterner It isn't possible.
The Westerner
Why ain't it?
'
The Easterner It it were true,
there'd be people dying that had
never been born.
DON'T AFFECT HIM

too, with rubricated headings
provided by the discovery and excavain
tion of the city of
Palestine, by Dr. Duncan Mackenzie
a:id Mr. F. G. Newton.
Last year the news was: "The Phil- Mines were Cretans!"
First, they
traded in oils nnd perfumes with
L'.gypt and the Holy Land; anil after
the fall of Kuohpos, they carried on
their trade with Egypt from the Holy
Land, where they made the same form
of pot and ornamented it with the
same design as had been their cus
tom in Crete. This year it is the find
Jng of another "high place" similar to
the one found at Gezer by Dr. Macal-istcIt is not known whether this
one at
belongs to the
...
period of the native Canaanito inhab
itants or was one of the "high places'
which, we are told, the children of IsSatan What's the matter with
rael erected In all their cities in the
that fellow over there; he's always
days of King Ahaz, when they turned
aside and worshiped the gods of the laughing?
the
Attendant
Why, he says
joke's on us; he came from Sulphur
Beth-shemes-

r.

Beth-shemes-

li

fi

If

Ja

Springs,

GENTLE HINT
v
V

'

Declare War on Colds
' crusade of education which aims
'that common colds may become un
ommon within the next generation
has been begun by prominent New
Vork physicians. Here is a list of the
"clon'ts" which the doctors say will
prevent the annual visitation of the
cold:
"Don't sit in a draughty car."
"Don't sleep In hot rooms."
"Don't avoid the fresh air."
"Don't stuff yourself at meal time.
Overeating reduces your resistance." The
"High Place" of the Children of
To which we would add when you
Israel.
Take a cold to get rid of it as quickly
and destroyed by
at
as possible. To accomplish that you BuiltHezeklah.
It has lain burlnd beneath
the destroyed city since tin- Assyrian Inwill find Chamberlain's Cough Remvasion of B. C. 701.
edy most excellent. Sold by all dealheathens. And so, day by day, leaf by
ers. Adv.
leaf, the book is being compiled.
A mound in the Valley of Sorek,
THE CANAL AND IMMIGRATION
as Ain Shems, which, from its
known
West7
Nov.
The
Seattle, Wash.,
on the main road between
position
ern Immigration conference assembled Jerusalem and the sea, would have
attendance
an
in this city today with
formed an important point of defense
ol delegates from labor organizations for the Holy City, was thought to
of old. There
in California, Oregon, Washington, cover the
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A tight feeling in the chest accom- 28:18. .
panied by a Bhort, dry cough, indicates an inflamed condition in the
"LOOPS THE LOOP" AGAIN
lungs. To relieve it buy the dollar
size BALLARD'S HOREHOUND SYRPerformance
UP; you get with each bottle a free French Aviator Repeats
at Juvisy Before Commission or
HBRRICK'S RED PEPPER POROUS
Army Officer.
PLASTER for the chest The syrup
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defied the laws of gravitation by
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tral Drug Co. Adv.
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Potter Candy

Girl,

Com- -

For Siiie

Secretary.

FOR SALE Seven room house. Miss KNIGHTS. AND LADIES OF SECURRIchley, 508 Main. Phono Main 416,
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
m. Visiting Knights and
month at
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers'
FOR RENT Well furnished house; man, President; A. D. Tillman, Flnan
good location, cheap if taken at cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
once. Phone Main 407.

For

Sictnt

Phone Purple

1011

Adv.
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$1.
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FLOUR reoTy

G. K.;

Frank

Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

SILVER
'

FRENCH- -

i

GREY (STERLING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be

j

Angel, F. S.

ob- -

tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES
lbs., or More, Each Del very

2,000

lb,

Each Delivery
1,000 Iba., to 2,000
200 lb., to 1,000 Ibt, Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 be., Each Delivery
Less than 50 Ibe Each Delivery

......

20c per 100 lbs.
100 Ibt
30c per 100 lb.,
40c pep 10t Iba.

...25c per
..60c per

10

Harvesters, atorers, aad Distrlbutora of Natural ice, U Purity
Hav Made Las Vesaa ramoui.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

CARRIAGE
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SIGN PAINTING
N. O.
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lasting Qualltiea of Which

AMD

HER. MAN

429 GRAND AVE.
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CAFE
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The Best Place to Eat
Breakfast, Dinner or Supper
in Las Vegas

II

Othera who read and answer aus. la this aewsiaper waai iu
avachiaei
are anxious u pay cah for), books, autociotile,
and furniture, article of as nines fit aay sort, art muslca) ttrumenta.
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AGUA PURA COMPANY
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His Ma Why, Willie, how clean
your hands are!
Willie Aren't they? But you ought
t feave seen 'em before I helped
".ary make the bread.

p.

ak

a
n

It 's giving you
a present for doing something
you 'd do hny
way when you
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

Sixth street,

Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,

Mani-

those

M

a.

use
EMPRESS I
FLOUR I

;

5301.

Treatment, Facial Massage,
cure, Chiropody.

For Children There Is Nothing Better
A cough medicine fof children must
help their coughs and colds without
bad effects on their little stomachs
and bowels. Foley's Honey and Tar
exactly fills this need. No opiates,
no sour stomach, no constipation follows its use. Stuffy colds, wheezy
breathing, coughs and croup are all
quickly helped. O. G. Sohaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

o

p.

vV-ifyo- u

L. O. O. MOOSE
Meets second an.
FOR RENT Cottage
In desirable
fourth
Thursday
evening ear)
neighborhood,
newly painted, pa month at W. O. W. hall.
Visitin.
pered, electric lights. Low rate. brothers cordially invited. Howard 1

Ve-sa-

Vo

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

This elegant Rogm
7x Silver Spoon

p.

Assistant Deputy,

Tonight
Tonight if you feel dull and stupid,
or bilious and constipated, take a
dose of Chamberlain's Tablets and
you will feel all right tomorrow. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.

,

m

Depan

.

.

Rooms over York's gro-- East Las Vegas, N. M.

FOR

AUTOMOBILE,

Uf

u

2:10 a
2:10 p

wr.

B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
WANTED Plain cook and housekeepfourth Tuesday evening of each
er for country. Wage $25.00 month. month
Elks' home on Ninth street and
Address L, C. Optic olfico.
avenue. Visfilng brothers
Douglas
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm, J. 3
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon.

LORENZO DELGADO,
Clerk of the District Court

V7

a

p. m

2:05 a. m
1:45 p. m
West Bound
lArrive
1:20 p. m
:10 a. m. . ..
4:20 p. m....
fi:35 p m. .

;

New Mexico.

THE CAUSE OF IT

9: IK p. i
11:05 p.

Meets every Monday evenine ai
A.TTOKNEY3Q
their hall on Sixth street. All vitinv
HUNKER & HUNKER
brethren cordially invited to attei.'i
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G.. George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunkei
Attorn
- M.
Elwood, Secretary, Karl Wert
New Mexlw
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemeier. Las Veias.
Trustee. '

That unless, you the said defendHotel Romalne
ants, and each of you, enter your ap- Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
pearance in said cause on or before
the 5th day of January A. D. 1914,
Cause of Insomnia
a decree pro confesso and Judgment
The most common cause of insom
by default will be rendered and en- nia is disorders of the stomach and
tered therein against you and each of constipation.
Chamberlain's Tablets
correct these disorders and enable
you.
you to sleep. For sale by all dealers.
Dated November 5, 1913.'

Mr. Collier Downe At what age
do you believe vanity awakens in on
of your sex?
1 should
Miss
say at
Caustique
about three days, or maybe earlier.

Depan

9:10 p. m

fbt L

(Seal)

Gcund

Arrive

Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretan
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54'
FURNISHED ROOMS for lig
house
I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first Tue
921 Lincoln.
keeping.
Dec. 27th and 28iU, .1912.
day of the month in the vestry roonu
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock t
Plaintiff prays that upon final hear- FOR
RENT To lady or gentleman m.
estate
his
and
title
Visiting brothers are cordially it
of
said
cause,
ing
employed,
comfortable, furnished vitcd. Isaac
in and to said tracts and parcels of
Appel, President; Charltt
room; no health seekers. Phone
land above described, be establishes
Greenclay, Secretary.
5301.
Purple
as the estate and property of said
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
plaintiff against the adverse claim or
Meet In the Forest of Brotherl.
DENTISTS
claims of said defendants and each,
Love at Woodmen of tha World hall
every and all of them, and that said
DK. F. B. HUXMANN
Mr. Hyboy Last night I dreamed defendants and all of them be barred
on the second and fourth Mondays
that I proposed to you.
Dentist
t
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
and forever estopped from having or
Miss Hintz Strange. Psychologists
Dental work of any description si
in
or
interest
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
title
any
right,
claiming
claim that some people are more sensi
moderate
Visiting
Local TJeputy.
and
prices
Montague,
estate
to
real
said land,
or
prem
bie asleep than awake.
ises, or any part thereof, adverse to Room 1. Center Block, Tel Main IS' members are especially welcooe a"!
East Las Vegas, Nev Mexico
cordially Invited.
plaintiff, and that, plaintiff's title to
PRETTY CLOSE TO IT
said real estate and premises be forOF COLUMBUS, COUNever quieted and set at rest.
Professional Health Culture for Ladles KNIGHTS
804. Meets
second and
NO.
CIL
relief.
Plaintiff prays for general
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
Plaintiff's attorney is Wm. G. Hay-do- General Massage, Hair and Scalp curth Thursday in O. R. C. hall,

postoftice address; East Las

NO.

1.

I.

MAIN

BROTHERHOOD

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY No.
AL ARCH MASONS Regular, con- ''lll'l'Hl,if.a.i!Mfelte.
-vocation , first Monday in
y.
l;. V

OPTIC'S

NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
102 Meets
Regular com-

LA3 VEGAS
COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg- Ski" conclave m(c 4 Tu- -

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

'"

M.

every Monday night ai
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue ai
third
Thursday in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor'
aoh month. TUlting dially welcome. J. C.
Wertz, PreaV
brothers cordially in- - dent; J. T. Buhler,
Secretary; O H.
Bally, Treasurer.
S .Van Petfcen,
Secretary.
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY
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CHAPMAN

RATES

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE
LWAYS HANDLED

to-wi-t:

New York. Day by day freish light
Sauta Fe, Nov. r. Developments is being thrown upon the past owing
in the
lollowed one another very rapidly lu to the various excavations
bo
the Renehan disbarment trial since lands belonging to the long-ag4 o'clock yesterday. A that hour A. long ago that, for centuries, the tales
down became
H. Gossett finished his testimony on that had been handed
until a Schliemann, with
which the relator was depending to mythology;
spade and book his "Homer" believprove one of the two disbarment ing In these tales with all his heart
charges. Attorneys for Mr. Renehan and soul, began to dig, and proved trathen asked for ten minutes in which ditionHistory!
When a few fragments of baked
to consult regarding a motion to dismiss, but the attorney general saved clay here are found to correspond In
tbem that trouble by adng on ac- their texture, form and markings with
there though seas rollcount of the variance between the al- the baked claythem
the tale unfolds;
ed between
second
and
on
the
charge,
legations
the maker was the same; and by these
the testimony of Mr. Gossett he little bits of pottery the nations and
thought it would be advisable to dis- their doings become linked together,
miss the second charge. This was until shortly the whole book of the
dene. Shortly after that the relator great past will He open before us.
to
Tested his case, and a recess was Several leaves have been added ves,
two
years-leathe
last
book
this
during
9
taken until a. m. today.

J.

v?e OPTIC
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Discovery and Excavation of Ancient
Town In Palestine by Dr. Mackenzie and F. G. Newton Add to
Knowledge of thevPast.
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LAORIE'S

SCAPEGRACE

By IZOLA FORRESTER.

-

Forest Spring Lodge had visitors.
Laurie, riding up the winding mountain road on ter black mare, saw the
ascending pillar of smoke above the
trees and carried the news back to

the

Tillage.
"Anybody

come on the night train,
Walt?" she asked the express agent
at the little wooden depot.
Wait recalled two, but they were
He lis'.ened to her
Tillage people.
news with a shrewd smile.
"Guess they must have run up in
a machine. Which one would ye rather It was, Laurie?"
Laurie Hushed, and tossed her head
la much the same way as the mare did
when she was restive. As though she
cared which one came up to the
She knew what Walt meant.
Lodge!
For two Bummers, and in the long
Blunting season, both of the Gregory
(brothers had made no secret of their
(reason for coming up to the Lodge.
was not the deer that led them, nor
Et
partridge and quail. It was Laurie
Carroiton.
When she reached her own home a
torse stood at the gate, unhitched. It
raised his head, whinnering to Vermont Belle. Very deliberately Laurie
slipped down to the stable door.
Standing within was Emmons Gregory
talking to her young brother.
"It's so mighty good to see you
again, Laurie," he said, taking both
her hands in his.
She drew them
back.
"I saw the smoke above the trees
and knew someone was there."
"And you wished it was not me."
Under the bantering tone there was
an underlying touch of bitterness.
"I didn't wish at all. I only won
dered who was there."
"Malcolm is with me and a few of the
men servants. We expect more the
end of the week. Will you ride with
UM alone: the rivnr mad after lunch?"
It was on the tip of her tongue to
ay no, but Hardy forestalled her.
IHe was only eighteen but he stood
ftwo Inches above Gregory's head.
"Mother wants you, Laurie," he said
with a side glance at his sister's face.
"I'm sorry, Mr. Gregory, but I
(

'can't.

"You mean you wont"
His tone
!was almost rough. "Shall I send Mai
olmn down?"
"Tou can both keep away," Hardy
spoke up suddenly, his face darkening
with quick, boyish anger. "What's it
to Laurie whether you come or go?'
"When you get past the cub age,
you will understand that the issue lies
with her, not you, lad," smiled back
Emmons, with aggravating courtesy.
He raised his cap to Laurie, and went
out to his mount. Laurie stood watching him ride up the road.
Something in her quiet face, and the
expression of her dark eyes checked
Hardy's- hilarity.
"No, I don't, not specially, but you'd
I can
better keep out of It, dear.
managed them both."
"You'll have your hands full, then,"
grumbled Hardy.
She smiled then at his emphasis,
but during the next few days his
words, boyish and crude as they were,
came true. The Gregory boys, ae
everyone around Mount Ranzer called
them, had been left with plenty ol
Their
money, and few restrictions.
.father had treated them experimentally rather than with any affection or
real Interest. Tbey were twins, and
jhad come Into their inheritance at
jtwenty-four- ,
when their father died.
jFlve years had been granted them
under this will. If at the end of that
time they had used their freedom
recklessly, and had squandered their
money, a trust fund was to be set
aside for each, taking in all of the
regory Interests and properties and
limiting the boys to a moderate income each.
f There was one clause in the will
which had been held back, and was
not to be told until the expiration of
the five years or in the event of either
one marrying.
Laurie bad always felt a certain responsibility in the matter. She was
like her mother and it was well known
around Ranzer that Mollie CarrolHon
could have married the millionaire
even in her widowhood.. They had
been sweethearts long before he had
from using
found that fortunes-groother people's brains for fuel. Yet
Bhe had chosen Laurie's father, the
local editor of the little four-pag- e
sheet, In preference. Laurie and
Hardy remained to her after theti
father's death. And oddly enough,
the twins whenever they were at
Mount Ranzer, had come to her with
all their boyish scrapes.
But now, in manhood, they fought
their battle out alone. Malcolm had
first right. He was the, steadier ol
the two, and by far the better looking. Emmons seemed younger, some
way. His hair curled at the edges,
he was dark with tan and lean and
muscular with outdoor exercise. He
lacked Malcolm's balance, of charac
ter and ease of manner. And be
tween the two was Laurie, winsome
and womanly, full of grace and ear
-

nestness.
Only her mother seemed to guess
at the struggle In her heart those last
few days. The two brothers were not
on speaking terms, yet neither would
give an inch. Long rides they took
:over the mountain roads with Laurie,
.'.while she laughed at them and tried
to coax them back to friendship.
"Choose one of us, atid the othei
Will stand pat on the decision, and
lio
"Bui
friends," Malcolm Insisted,
ion must choose."
"lie sneaks for himself,"

Emmoni

Sung back hotly. "1 would not be
'riends with him if you chose him."
That night he rr.da down to I. .mile's
home.
It was bright iwiMiUsht, a
wonderful
orange-coloregluv.ing
moon mounting slowly behind the
ragged edge of woodland. And in its
mellow light he saw Laurie standing
on the veranda, both her hands resting on Malcolm's shoulders, and her
face raised to him. Her back was
towards him, but he knew every line
of her figu (!. and the light seemed to
die out of his life as he gazed at them.
He leaned liix lie:.d down on the
old rock wall
ith a groan. Virginia
Creeper covered It, but the vines had
hardly one clinging crimson leaf now.
And suddenly he heard some one
Bpeak his name, Laurie's voice, a bit
tremulous, and startled. "Emmons,
what Is it?" She put out her hands
to him. "1 was with Hardy down In

the village."
"Where's Malcolm?"
"I haven't any ida. Why?"
"I sav.- him there on the porch with
you, just now."
"Not with me with, mother." She
laid one hand on his shoulder pityingly. "You silly boy. Mother was
Just comforting him."
He caught her two Lands close in
his crushing grip.
"I thought it was you. Laurie. Do
you mean you've told him" ,
Laurie nodded.
"Do you know what you've done,
dear heart? I'm the scapegrace. Dad
always said I was, and yet he was
good to me. I've run wild with his
money and my life, and now I lose It
all and you too."
"Not me, Emmons." Her face was
uplifted to his, but he made no attempt to kiss her. "I told Malcolm I
had made my choice. He went straight
to mother then. And she knows I
think she knew before I did myself."
"But I may be cut off from every
share In the old estate."
"I'm not marrying the estate." laughed Laurie softly.
Half an hour later they stole Into
the shadowy living room where Mrs.
Carrollton sat alone before the open
fire. She listened to Emmons in silence while Laurie knelt beside her,
her face on her shoulder.
"It doesn't seem fair to ask Laurie,
to be my wife, though, on account of
father's clause in the will and I know
it was put in to keep me straight."
"I happen to know what It says,
Emmons boy," smiled back Mrs. Carrollton, affectionately. "Your father
read It to me. Both of you boys are
dear to me, so It made no difference
which one Laurie chose. The clause
merely states that in the event of
either one marrying Laurie an extra
fifty thousand is added to his share,
and the homestead at Mount Ranzer."
'
Slowly a dawning smile overspread
Emmons' boyish face. He slipped one
arm around Laurie and drew her up
to him.
"Poor old Malcolm," he said, with
-

deep feeling.
(Copyright, 1913, by the McClure
paper Syndicate.)
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"MOSQUITOES"

This Story Should Convince Skeptic
as to Size and Ferocity of the
New Jersey Species.
struggling yonng artist In New
York who, last summer, felt ill and
despondent, decided that if he were
to accomplish anything during the
coming winter, he must have a vacation in the country. Accordingly, he
repaired to a New Jersey resort In
the hope of being able to obtain reduced rates.
"Well," said the old chap, who ran
the place, "I can't 3ee why I should
take you for less money than the
others; but I tell you what I'll do.
You paint me a nice, fancy picture
of the hotel and grounds, and I'll give
you a month's board."
The young artist set cheerfully
about the task. In a short while he
submitted for bis host's approval a
highly Idealized picture of the little
house and its grounds. To one of
the outbuildings he had added a dove
cote, round which several birds, which
the discerning eye might have seen
were doves, were hovering.
The landlord didn't think much of
this effort. "The picture as a whole,"
said he, "ain't half bad, but I can't
stand for these mosquitoes. You must
paint them out, or the bargain's off
They're calculated to scare folks off
Instead of attraction' them here."
Illustrated Sunday Magazine.
A

U. S. MOST WONDERFUL LAND

WITH

HIS

ATTACKER

Jaguar, at Least, Had the Satisfaction
of Killing

His Foe Before
Succumbed.

He

After we struck the main river we
passed many long sandbars and on one
of these Felipe's ever roving eyes discovered a tiger asleep, says a writer in
the Outlook. The jaguar lay stretched
out on his belly, his nose on his paws,
the water almost laving the cruel talons of hie front feet We were about
fifty yards away when we first sighted him and I raised the rifle to fire.
The canoe rocked a trifle and I lowered the repeater, raising it again almost immediately, but Felipe seized
my hand, saying:
"Don't shoot, sepor, the tiger is
dead,"
The remarkable Intuition of Felipe
proved correct, as It had on many a
trip Into the jungle, but when I asked
him how he knew, he merely replied
that the tiger looked like he was dead.
We landed a yard from the jaguar and
saw, crushed in the powerful teeth, the
body of a enake, something like the
water moccasin of the lower Mississippi river. The fangs of the snake were
imbedded in the tiger's jaw and the
reptile's body was cut completely in
twain. It was as dead as the creature
It had kilted, though neither had been
dead more than twenty-fou- r
hours.
According to Felipu, the tiger had
come down to the stream to drink and
as the great round hend lowered to the
water the enake had sent home the
deadly poison. According to Felipe,
also, a jaguar never runs when he can
light, and the result lay betore us.
'

Not Seeking Fame.
An official of the Indian bureau at
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Washington. "India, to Americans
the most wonderful country in the
world, is not nearly so interesting as
the United States," remarked J. B.
Rose of Bombay, a practitioner of the
new science of chiropracty, who with
his American wife is making a tour

TAKE A
Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd
better put in an order right away

Those Used In the Alps Are Selected
for Strength, Reliability and
Lightness.
The rope used by Alpine climbers Is Full Dress Costume of the Children
of special manufacture, combining ae
of Mr. Rose's Home Land.
far as possible the different qualities
of this country, and is at the Ralof strength, flexibility and lightness,
'
Three qualities are in general use, eigh.
Americans
told me thnt
have
"Many
and
Italian
being made from sisal,
Manila hemps respectively, and occa they enjoyed India more than any
sionally, when cost is not a considera other country." he continued. "I cantion, of silk. The latter, though very not understand it, for I look upon this
light and strong, is not so durable ae country as the most remarkable nathe others. That which finds most fa tion on earth. If I were to select a
vor among British mountaineeers Is ulace to live, I should pick Washingknown as Buckingham's Alpine rope ton as the most delightful city. It is
far more beautiful, cleaner, and more
It is made of the best Manila hemp.
In the year 1864 a committee of the interesting than any city I have visAlpine club made tests upon a numbei ited in this country; and as for Euof ropes suitable for mountaineering rope, there is no city that can comOf the two that were approved ont pare with it. Bombay and Calcutta,
was made of Italian hemp and the the two principal cities of India, are
other of Manila. They both had t exceedingly Interesting and curious, I
breaking strain of two tons and sus have no doubt. I was born in Bomman bay. My father was a Hindu and my
tained the weight of a
after falling from a height of ten feet mother an American of Scotch-Irishave sometimes parentage. When. I was a boy I went
considered this insufficient, but it it among the sick and I found that I
highly problematical whether the hu was deeply interested; I studied the
man anatomy could survive the sud science of
and have pracden compression of a thin rope aria ticed it forchiropracty
several years. There are
jug from any greater fall. Fry's Mag very few chiropractiRts in the United
azine.
States. !n India the science ia growIt is an
ing rapidly in popularity.
False Teeth an Italian Invention.
advanced form of osteopathy, and it
No doubt the statement of a firm ol is claimed that many diseases can be
manufacturers that they sell over
permanently cured by it. It is a simfalse teeth a year, is well ple method of adjusting the spine,
uses them which as we know, is the seat of the
founded, since everyone
these days. It seems, however, to re nervous system.
call to memory the fact that the use
"Calcutta is the most modern city
of artificial teeth is just a little ovei In India," added Doctor Rose. "It has
a hundred years old.
skyscrapers, improved streets, sewerThe first successful maker was Gius age, public utilities,
including tram-cars- ,
sepangelo Fonzi, an Italian dentist,
electric lights, and telephones,
who started practice in Paris in 1798 and while
the climate is exceedingly
and, thanks to his skillful treatment hot, it Is invariably
tempered by daily
of Lucien Bonaparte, soon made his
rainfalls. Our hotels are not so
way. After years of experiment he modern,
perhaps, as the best hotels
discovered the substance from which of
your principal cities, but life 1e
artificial teeth are still made, and re
In the cities of India.
ceived the gold medal of the French pleasant
re
"Mohammedanism,
perhaps,
Academy of Science. One of the earll
est persons fitted with false teeth was ceived a severe blow when the war
the empress of Russia. After Water against Turkey in Europe drove the
Ibo Fonzi migrated to London, ' ana religion out of Europe," concluded
then to Madrid, where Ferdinand VII Doctor Rose. "I am a Mohammedan,
of Spain, rewarded him with a yearly and nothing could ever persuade me
to change my religion, but I am forced
pension of a thousand ducats for $
to the belief that the victory over the
set of false teeth.
Tur!i3 will in all probability lead tc
many of them changing their faith
Music to Lurs Fish.
Two Pennsylvania disciples of Izaali Mohammedanism, however, will flour
Walton have just invented a musi ish as long as the world lasts."
cal minnow for bass fishing. The new
device is described as a wooden min SPOILS OF ATHENS FP.0M SEA
now, and instead of the usual spinnei
In front there is carved out the face Ancient Treasures of Fabulous Value
Found on Ship Off Tunis Cargo
of a pretty girl. In front of the face
of Sculpture.
Is a miniature electric light, the pow
er for which Is furnished by a dry bat
London. Sunken art treasures oi
tery carried in the pocket of the fish
throw light on the bait fabulous va'.ue have just been recoverermen,-ted from the wreck of a ship oE
which hangs on the under side.
Ttte minnow is painted red, and Madhia on the Tunisian coast.
Tunisian ships sent to investigate
within it is a tiny musical box, the
play ing of which is regulated by the the report of Greek sponge fishers
fisherman before he casts his line found a sunken vessel of about 400
The Inventors say they adopted th6 tons, 100 feet long and 25 broad. She
idea because they have found while was laden with an extraordinary cargo,
fishing that bass are attracted by the consisting of blocks of marble, bases
ringing of a cow bell. Evening Stan and capitals for columns, effigies,
statues, furniture, tiles, leaden pipdard.
ing, lamps, amphorae, etc.
Among the fragments were found
Widow's Three Tests.
of a demigod and a maiden
figures
A smart widow at a country house
and faun, which correspond almost
was telling the other day that there
with the Borghese vase dug up
were three courses through which exactly
A
In Rome and now in the Louvre.
every woman should put a man before Hermes of
bears the signa
Dionysos
she married him. These were eating,
ture "Boethos," the sculptor of the
laughing and kiseing. "A man's laugh ceIebrated."Child With a Goose" of the
tells a lot," she said. 'If It Is hearty
second century B. C,
and merry he is good tempered; If loud
In the bottom of the hold the treaB-urand empty it means he lacks feeling.
seekers found about 60 columns oi
Beware of a greedy man. It will be a bluish-white
marble 13 feet high. All
case of 'feed the brute' all the time."
the inscriptions deciphered relate tc
And, according to her, kissing was the Attica
and personages of the middle
most Important test of alL
B. C.

with

THE OPTICS'
JOB DEPARTMENT
We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office

d

h

o

fourth century
Some writing on lead Ingots also it
in the Latin of that epoch and expert
have concluded that the Teasel wj
loaded in Attica for Rome and probably the cargo was the spoil after the
taking of Athens by Sulla la 88 B. C

Deprive Town of Water.
Denver. In. an effort to kill off the
new town of Hamoun, where the sale
of liquor Is permitted, prohibitionists
of Colorado Springs cut off Ramona's
water supply, it. is alleged. An inves
tigation is under way..

supplies.
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SOCIAL AND
BUSINESS CARDS
Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure to interest you.
.

All work must be perfect before
allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way.
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SPECIAL ROPE FOR CLIMBERS

Washington tells a story to illustrate
the Indian's view of newspaper fame.
It appears that one Hanley, a Du'uth
tlmberman, was in charge of a big
drive on the St. Croix river, and that
on one occasion there was a tremendous jam in the vicinity of Taylor's
Falls. The drivers numbered five qr
six Indians, in addition to the white
men. While proceeding with his work
of inspection, Hanley passed the Red
men. and called out to them:
"See here, my men! Break that jam
and I'll put your names in the paper!"
One Indian grinned broadly and
Took Prizes In Plowing.
said: "Six Indians dead in paper, but
few days after the new farmei
a
we not see It!" Illustrated Sunday had
purchased a horse from a thrifty
Magazine.
Scot he returned in an angry mood.
"You told me this horse had won half
The Way on the Steamer.
a dozen matches against some of the
Bill And you 6ay he told you that best horses in the
country. He can't
story about himself on the steamer trot a mile in six minutes to save himwhile going abroad?
self. .You lied to me!" he denounced.
Jiii Yes, he did.
"I dldna lie. It wa3 in plowin' matches
"And did you swallow it?"
he took sax prizes," calmly replied
I
;
did
a
like
lot
of othei Sandy.
"Yes,
but,
things. It wouldn't stay swallowed,'

si-

Resident of Bombay Says He Regards
America Most Remarkable Nation on Earth.
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New
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LOCAL

mnors

Light automobile lamps
e'clock this evening.

Ciood J minors

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourhon
Opera, Ear. Adv.

Everybody drinks Sunnybrook, the
Pure Food .Whiskey. Sold by Hugh
Calloway, The Bridge Bar. Adv.

Size. Fancy Texas
Shelled
Pecans. Fancy California Walnuts. Fancy
California. Almonds, Fancy Virginia.

Finch's Golden Weddinlg Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Peanuts, Filberts

1

i

at 5:45

at the

Pecans-Jumb- o

In

NLWS

Jose Garduno, aged 25, of Chaperi-t6- ,
and Simonita Martinez, aged 20,
of Las Vegas, were given a license to
wed this morning at the court house.

OXFORD FRUIT CAKE
Pound Packages and" '3 Pound Tins

f
flu
I

Stearns' Store

OVERCOATS

1

Large
Shipment

Just
Received

M&ihskMm

il

J.G.

75 suits must be
on 11 ni
OU1U

ill

mm

it

rknr-iVJIIKjV;

The Ladies' Guild of St Paul's Memorial church will hold a bakery sale
in, Graaf & Hayward's butcher shop
Saturday, November 8, at 2 p. m.

;

Rest0 .

TheButtori-an- d

I

1

Adv.

I

Hi?

PVUL Pill
1

"Push

"
1
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TAICHERT'S

Sale of millinery lasts 30 days.
Will close out stock at 50c on the
All new goods. No last sea$1.00.
Mrs. L. P. Wright.
son's stock.

STORE

f

Correct Garments for Men

r

CLOTHING

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hal)"t Raynolds, Caier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.

Adv.

Easily Foiled
The sound of a step on the porch It
may be that of a friend or that of a
burglar. You don't know which, thus
adding the element of doubt to the
natural fear of investigating in the
dark.

In a wired house a mere touch on a

v

'
r
1

switch floods the house both inside
and outside with brilliant light.

The effect is safe and sure whether
the caller be friend or foe.

X

Let u wire your house for
Eduon Mazda Lamps, which
afford every advantage and
convenience obtainable from
electric light, at the lowest cost.

Sis in

I

.

.

Las Vegas Light &
Power Co.

V:1A

There will be a special communiWANTED Clean cotton rags
at
cation of Chapman lodge No. 2 A. F.
office.
Optic
and A. M. this evening at 7:30. Work
iu M. M. degree. All members and
The recent stow storm did a wonvisitors requested to be present.
derful amount of good to the city
streets which had been plowed and
On account of a derailment of a
The city street force is now
graded1.
freight train on the river division of
and packing the
working
scraping
3
did
the Santa Fe railway, train No
streets to make their condition pernot arrive here until 9:30 o'clock this manent.
Over 20 blocks of streets
morning. All other trains were on on the flats have been plowed and
time.
when the scraping and packing is comthis section of the city will not
The meeting of the fire department pleted attention for several
months.
require
that was to have been held last night
will
will be held today. The firemen
SATURDAY SPECIALS
make preliminary arrangements for
Menls shirts1, jpleatedj and
the masquerade ball which they give bosoms, $1.50 and $1.75 values scjft
for
each New Year's.
$1.15, at Taichert's. Correct garments
for men. Adv.
Owing to the warm weather we are
compelled to offer suits at ridiculously
Late this afternoon, C. H. Baily,
low prices; 75 all wool casslmere and
of a bowling team In the Elks'
captain
worsted suits must be sold at once.
entered The Optic office with
league,
stock
11.95.
Come early before
Price $
face
aglow,
bringing information that
is broken. Taichert's' Clothing Store.
instead
of
Springer
defeating the
Adv.
men.
Correct garments for
team last night by 57 pins, his team
A number of Las Vegas people are had won by 157 pins. Somebody made
a slight mistake in the figures and
planning to make the trip 'to Park
score as printed in
Springs tomorrow and witness the consequently the
official lineup is not correct, by
the
The
reunion.
west
wild
greater
big
number of visitors will go by auto- 100 pins. The mistake was discovered
mobile and will remainr until Sunday by E. Hoke and Baily simultaneously,
morning. A. A. Sena, who is the host and they hastened to congratulotf
of the affair, is making big prepara- each other.
tions for the event.
,

,

MISS WRIGHT

Frank Smith was arrested last night
by Merchants Police W. T. Reed on
the charge of drunkenness, and this
morning was fined $5 and the costs of
the case by Judge D. R. Murray. Clarence Giles and Harry Dahlman, two
gentlemen of the road, also were
brought before Judge Murray and were
given ten days on the city streets.
They were arrested by Santa Fe Officer Kinman. .

-

-

rJAUAJO BLANKETS
AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings unique patterns all
"
prices.

-

--

These blankets are Genuine Souveniers of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.
Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays,

CHILES MELD

COMPANY

Tilt

BEST

THE HOME OF

0F,:,,

EVERTCtiil

EATABLE

PeViijohrT
A full Hne of
Breakfast Food, Grains of Gold. Farinose, Pearl Hominy, Homlnvf?r(lte.
Cream of Wheat, Imperial Oat Meal,
t.
Quaker Oata, Kellogg's Wheat
Shredded
Corn
Flakes,
Kellogg's
Wheat, Post Toasties, Quaker Puffed
Rice. Quaker Puffed Wheat. Quaker
Corn Puffs and Aunt iiatnlma's Pancake Flour,

&

HMD

STO RE

)F LAS VEGAS. N.N!
WHATEVER

YOU

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

WEAR UNDER IT

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best

You spend almost

the entire winter in it
and it is the most noticeable garment you
wear. It. therefore,
must be right in cut
and material.
1

We are showing a
c
;rsui iin cut ui

1,050

.

v
larger
materials and styles
in overcoats than ever
before. Overcoats for
the large, the small.
I
the stout and tall.

service

IS 'i"

v

FULLY EQU1PPR1 AT YOUR BilSlii

'xvwrs?.?

"

aA l

I

Large, Roomy Overcoats
at Prices From

$m t $25

1

III III Unit El:

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

Las Vegas Automobile

&

Phone Main 344.
A "DRY"

Machine

Co

Wm, Whalen, Prop.

SUBJECT
Anti-Saloo-

IHM

iliWsili'

I'BOICHER u

i:

of

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

The body of William McArdle, acNov. 7 Tne governing
Denver,
companied by his brother, Arthur Mcn
board of the Colorado
Ardle, was sent to Chicago last night
to
at
a
decided
meeting
today,
league,
on train No. 2, and burial will occur
a campaign for statewide probegin
theer this week. Mr. McArdle died
hibition. An effort to vote the state
here Wednesday. He had been in Las
ti&y Is to be made at the election in
i914.
Vegas only a few days, coming here
a week ago today. His death was
he
caused from tuberculosis which
WisiirniatittffttlirliMslliifl
,jtIMMll 'nji"Tlii !
''
contracted while trying to decrease
his weight. McArdle was a famous
jockey and had ridden on the biggeat
h(
tracks inthe United States and Eng'$5.00 REWAR&"1,'i't''""
land. Jle was accompanied to this
For information leading to the ar-- j
city by his brother. The body was rest ana conviction oi tne party or
sent away by J. C. Johnseh and Son. parties taking tools from Kearney's
Missouri Valley Bridge .1
Gap bridge.
vVW
The information ( received by The and Iron Co. D. R. Carroll, Foreman.
Adv..
Optic yesterday to the effect that the
noise originating in the southern part
of the city was caused from blasting
COPPER STOCK INCREASES
was incorrect. The real cause may
New York, ov. 7. The statement of '
be credited to Romaine Fielding. A
FULL CREAM CHEESE
association for
number of bombs were received by the Coper Producer's
in
stocks
shows
November
an
increase
Genuine Camembert
the Lubin company yesterday mornon hand of 2,773,283 pounds, compared
ing, as well as a considerable amount
with the previous month.
of other explosives that will be used
to
is
in the big picture Mr. Fielding
You ought to eat our
start upon 'goon. Several of these
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
bombs were tried out yesterday at
noon, and' this caused all the noise. WANTED Good live agent Address
The Lubin company has received
;
M. T., Optic.
for breakfast
enough explosives to blow up the
whole city, but will refrain from any
such action at the present time, it Is
stated on. good authority.
Cauliflower, Lettuce

il

ON 'T
Take up your RUGS
and CARPETS

on the

IMF

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Be Good

Miss Burns, 2,271; Max Ilfeld, 702;

Edwin Rosenthal, . 810; Fred Lwis,
593, and C G. Gero 404.
The Tuesday edition, of the New
York Telegraph contains an article
concerning the Las Vegas contest in
which Mr. Jacoby is commended for
his efforts. "Daddy" Is working for
the contest and although Mh Field'
Ing still occupies second place, there
probably will be a different standing
within the next week. The local con
test closes on November 19, and all
votes must be in before that time.

DO YOU EAT AT

Bim-cui-

THE

mUBT

"Virginia" Bacon

Just RoGsiwad:
Fresh Cereals.
"

are

QUEROGHJ

THE

Oi D

RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON
mswi ,m

ihh'7j

,

1

r mr:
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TirSFitK-

DELICIOUS
EATABLES

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

AT

LEADS

morning showed Miss Edith
Wright at the head of the Jacoby contest with 7,204 votes to her credit.
Miss Wright had stood in about fifth
place upon the list of the competitors until yesterday afternoon when
she obtained a number of additional
subscriptions. Miss Ivan Bloom follows with 5,002 votes, and the others
This

Your

CO.

Have them cleaned
Floor with the

VACUUM CLEANER
For 1'arlirulurs TYlfplion

Vain 35

'

Cellery and Sweet Potatoes
Mora Vegetables

BISMARK-

Apples Galore, Cranberries

Popular Prices

Sole Agents

Co.

&"

Fancy

T5he
IF MOT WHY NOT?
Open All Night

Gross, Kelly

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

